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Edinburgh University
"could close"
by Devin Scobie

Edinburgh
University
Principal, and Vice-Chancellor, Dr John Burnett said on
Tuesday that Edinburgh University together with every
other University in Bri.tain,
faces a very real threat of closure if proposed government
spending
cutbacks
are
allowed to go through.
Interviewed by Student on
Tuesday, Dr Burnett explained
that the University, Grants Committee. had written to all Universities in May asking how best they
could implement an annual 2%
expenditure cutback. Thousands
of pounds worth of time were
invested over a period of four
months to produce Edinburgh's
weighty twelve-page response.
Dr Burnett said that he saw the
UGC proposals as a "serious
threat to every University in Britain . There will not be a single
University by 1990 whose cumulative debts do not exceed its
reserves. That is a rather fancy
way of saying that we'll all be
broke."
Students' Association President Mike Devlin also spoke to
Student at some length about this
"vitally crucial" issue which
affects every student and member
of staff at Edinburgh University.
He stressed that the University,
basically, faces the option of cutting about 170 members of its
academic staff, or else almost certainly face a devastating budgetary crisis the like of which no
British University has ever experienced.
"In its four hundred yearhistory," he said , "Edinburgh has
grown in strength and excellence,
and this is by far the most serious
threat which has ever hit the University. The time for development of Edinburgh is over, and
the future holds nothing but cutbacks and a decline in standards."
Edinburgh University is taking
a stance, he said , on this whole
issue in the hope that it is a oneff, let alone an annual, 2% cut
which even then is simply not feas~ble. Citing the Principal as wanttng to maintain standards at all
costs, Mike Devlin proceeded to
outline ways in which major cuts
have already been looked into.
Grants to the Main Library, the
careers Service, and the Students'
Association itself will be seriously
threatened if the 2% cut has to be
implemented.
There is a growing speculation
th~t. if Edinburgh , or any other
~nt1sh University, refuses to fall
ID with drastic new ·government
expenditure cutbacks, then it
could go rapidly bankrupt. Principal Dr John Burnett gave an
assurance that he would not cons)der selling off any of the University's assets, including any of the
Main Library's manuscripts, in an
attempt to prolong any imminent
'
bankruptcy.
Principal Dr John Burnett
recalled an earlier UGC state-
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Higher
Education's
futur~

Sir Keith Joseph was last week
described as "the demolitiOn man
of highe r -education . " In a twopage feature, Student assess the
Government's Green Paper on
higher education in the 1990s, and
its effects on Edinburgh and other
Universities.

-pages 12 and
13

Up and coming Edinburgh band
The Shop Assistants reach the
summjt of their career so far - a
Politics Society gig at POITEROW! And a review by Paul William Hullah!! The world is their
oyster.

-page7
University Principal Dr John Burnett forgot his worries for a while yesterday morning to celebrate Scotland's
Photo: Dave Yarrow
qualification for their fourth successive World Cu rmals.

ment last autumn in which , he
recalls, "the UGC made clear,
that the Universities couldn't take a
1% cut, per annum, let alone2%,
and no attention has been paid to
that statement."
Explaining the potential seriousness of the UGC's letter specifically for Edinburgh , Dr Burnett
said that sometime between now
and 1990, our accumulated debts
will exceed our £5 million
reserves.
The Principal stated categorically
cally that the UGC's proposed
financial cut is a "threat to every
University in Britain. But in the
case of Edinburgh particularly,
the policy of the government , if
applied to us , would certainly lead
us into a position before 1990
where our reserves would be
exceeded by our cumulative
deficits. It is not only Edinburgh,
and this should be stressed, who
are liably to be affected. Are we
going to let things deteriorate into
expensive and wasteful mess? Or
are we going to have to sit down
with the government and ask
'which Universities are you going
to close?' or do you want the
chance to put some more money
into the Universities.~.

What's on,
Santa?

Ambassador visits

The Nicaraguan Ambassador University will attend the meetto Britain, Senor d'Ecosto will be ing, together with members of the
visiting Edinburgh University on External Committee.
Saturday, and will attend arecepSpeaking to Student , David
tion to be held in the Chaplaincy Clark said that he hopes to use the
occasion to build contacts with
Centre.
The Ambassador, who is also, · Nicaraguan students. "Students,"
this week, visiting the University he says, "should have a unique
of St. Andrews will give a talk , fo]-. . understanding" ofthe Nicaraguan
lowing which invited guests will situation, since education has
have an opportunity to put ques- been an area greatly affected by
tions. The meeting is to be chaired the revolution . Since it took
by SRC External Affairs Con- place, claimed Mr Clark, "the
vener, David Clark who has literary rate has risen dramatically. "
arranged the visit .
The External Convener also
It had originally been intended
that a reception be given by the rejected suggestions that the
SRC External Committee but this other side of the Nicaraguan politwas blocked by Students' Associa- ical debate should be considered,
tion Treasurer, Donald Pollock as perhaps by inviting a US repit was outwith the official aims of resentative at a later date. "We
.hear the American viewpoint aii
the SRC and therefore illegal.
The reception will now be given the time ," he said, accusing the
by the Union Debates Committee United States of misinformation
and the other costs of the meeting through the CIA. Mr Clark said
will be met by the Chaplaincy that he had taken a political deciCentre, the Divinity Students' sion as a Labour student andthis
Council and
tin-American was being backed by the External
Solidarit)'.IA~"""~
epresenta- Committee of the SRC.
Gary Duncan
tives of
d of the

The complete, unabridged guide to
Christmas survival: a special
What's On Guide to the Festive
cans and cant's.
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NO progress on Rangers .~~E!~. ~~!:.bJy,oblJyiocom
Rector Archie MacPherson said
this week that he had yet to be
informed "officially" or the controversial Rangers motion at last
Monday's Annual General Meeting. The motion mandated Students' Association President Mike
Devlin to ask the Rector to sign a
letter to Glasgow Rangers FC condemning their policy not to sign
Catholic players.
In a letter to Mike Devlin writ,ten three days before the AGM,
the Rector stated clearly that he
"would not be a signatory to any
letter which came from the proposer of this motion." Speaking tO'
Student last Friday , Mr MacPherson restated his firm, and
unequivocable, support for the
principle which lay behind the
motion, but clearly resented the
level of publicity which had preempted the controversial motion
before it had the chance to be publicly discussed.

"You've got to remember that
is old hat to me ," he said. "All
kinds of people have homed in on
Rangers before, and therefore
I'm used to it all. It happens regularly , and there is no question that
it is done with the very best of
motives, but there are ways, and
there are ways , of going about it."
"Students have a right to
express their opinion about the
apparently sectarian policy of
Glasgow Rangers FC. I think
Rangers are, at worst , an anachronism. I don't think they're
spreading any moral decay, or
whatever. I think you have to be
very careful about how you
express your attitude to any particular subject."
The Rector said he much preferred the idea of making dramatic gestures, rather than sending
letters which he feels have had little effect in the past. Concluding
his letter to Mike Devlin, he said:

Foulkes on Latin

America

Labour MP George Foulkes
paid a visit to the University this
week, and gave a talk to the Politics Society in his capacity as party
spokesman on foreign policy in
Latin America .
In a speech which covered
everything from cocktail parties
to the impractical nature of
academics' advice, Mr Foulkes
explained Labour' Latin American policies and the principles
underpinning them, with a special
emphasis on problems currently
facing the continent.
Describing how party policy
was formed, Mr Foulkes said that
he had established contacts with
university lecturers to get advice,
but so far "these haven't been too
helpful". Unable to establish
clearly why this was so, he did
nonetheless have a suspicion.
"Other-worldliness" was a problem. "I'm not sure that they're
always aware of the practicaf
problems involved," he said,
apparently conscious that he was
on sensitive ground.
Diplomats, too, were heavily
criticised, with Mr Foulkes questioning their ability to enact a
future Labour government's
foreign policy. Representatives
on human rights and other international problems could not be
carried out satisfactorily by current diplomats , due to their social
background and experience.
"Basically," he said, "our diplomats 'are far happier on the
cocktail round , even if that means
being nice to General Pinochet."
One of the main parts of the
MP's speech was concerned with
the United States attitude to
Central America. Their 'obses-

Foulkes - critical or diplomatic
roles.

sion' with Nicaragua was misguided, he said, for it is not
another Cuba, despite all the 'lies'
·
they were told.
On another tack, Mr Foulkes
condemned various regimes on
the continent, the most imortant
being Chile. The UK had to pressurise the regime by ending the
arms trade and giving Argentina's
democracy more support, especially by negotiation's on the Falkland Islands .
Speaking afterwards on a different · subject, Mr Foulkes,
described as "excellent" the renaming of Student House as the
'Mandela Centre'. "These gestures are not just tokens, " he said.
"They increase the pressure on
·south Africa and they'll be highly_
appreciated. "
Michael Moore.

To 'be or not to be?
Edinburgh University Debates
Committee is all set to send its
team to the World Debating
Championships in New York
from the 6th to the 12th of
January.
Debates Convener, Tom Reid
and Secretary Jane Rogerson will
represent the University in championships which include six other·
Scottish Universities and teams
from England, Eire, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand and the
United States itself.
The trip will be sponsored by
the Edinburgh firm of solicitors

Gordon Haig, WS and the
Debates Committee Committee
have organised a Worlds Raffle to
raise additional funds. The prizes
in the raffle include a digital
phone donated by John Lewis,
£25 and £15 book tokens from
Waterstones and Thins, twelve
bottles of red wine from Stiffs and
a meal for two at an Edinburgh
restaurant. In addition, anyone
using the opticians Duncan and
Todd, and producing a raffle ticket, will be entitled to a 10% discount. Tickets are priced 20p.

Gary Duncan

ings across the country, university
are now deCl'ding
whether or not to vote for an all'ke The Associaout one- day St n •
lion or University Teachers (AUT)
has sent ballot papers to all its
members and the results will be
announced at the next annual
meeting on December 18.

Iecturers

Rangers: still smiling?
.
"higher education is beset by_ aB
kinds of problems and I thlDk 1t 1s
essential that the Students'
Association and the Rectorship
combine in all kinds of actions to
prevent the deterioration of educational standards. The mot10n on
Glasgow Rangers , by comparison
with that, is irrelevant."
Devin Scobie

NUS lobby
Last Wednesday afternoon, the
East of Scotland Area National
Union of Students staged a lobby
of the University Senate. The
event was part of the NUS ~work
for the future' campaign , but was
only sparsely attended.
The
twenty
or
thirty
demonstrators handed out leaflets
entitled 'Higher Education - Let
Us In!' to the members of the
Senate before the meeting. The
reaction was described as 'mixed'.
The leaflets made three
demands -proper recognition of
National Certificate modules
( used in Further Education) by
employers and Higher Education;
an end to discrimination in entrance to Higher Education; and an
increase in the number of available university places for such
groups as FE students and the
unemployed.
Jenny Dunn

If as expected, the lecturers
vot; in favour of industrial action,
the first strike is likely to be on
January 15.
Allan McTernan , chairman of
the AUT Education and Policy
Committee, said that the dispute
is centred on two areas. Firstly,
the government's attack on high~r
education in general and on umversities in particular, and secondly, the knock-on effect in
terms of salaries. He pointed out
that lecturers are still pursuing a
pay claim from April of this year.
Mr McTernan would not rule
out the possibility of a boycott of
examinations. "We are looking at
various contingency plans," he
said. The aims of the AUT's
actions "are to unite lecturers ,
embarrass the government , and
do the least harm to the education
system". He rncognised that these

pattble ·
.
. Last week also
T' saw the pubhcahon of the ~ U s response to the
government s Green Paper on
·
d
·
C II d "
h1gh_er e uca!1on .
a. e ,, A
Recipe for National Dechne }he
?ocument daims tha! . the
1mpleme_ntat1on of the policies put
forward ID the Green Paper ~ou~d
result ID a dramatic reduction m
the quality of service that univer-'
sities are able to offer to their students, and through them , to the
nation" .
The document says that the
government has taken away £460
million from universities in the
last four years and is considering
cutting 2% annually for at least
the rest of the decade. It accuses.
the government of having a "dogmatic determination to cut-public
expenditure, regardless of the
long term consequences· for the
. econonmy" .
The document continues: "At a
time when we should be preparing
to expand our higher education
system to meet the challenges of
the 21st century , our government
is seeking to reduce it to a state in
which it will be incapable of meeting the nation 's needs."
Guy Fisher

More dissections
Universities may have to
increase the number of animal dissections carried out by their students to make up for the disappearance of dissection from
schools.
Examination Boards in England lire yielding to public opinion
and dropping the compulsory dissection of animals from their CSE
0 and A level syllabuses. The
.shortfall will have to be made up
during the first year at University.
Edinburgh University entrants
may not be affected since the
School of Biology alre~dy allows
for students with Scottish Highers
who have very little practical
experience of dissection .

However, the University does
respond to changing opinion and
their methods are under constant
review. Dr B. Truman, Director
of the Biology Teaching Unit at
Edinburgh University, cites the
influence of vegetarian students
who have moral objections to the
killing of animals, and observes
that biologists have , by definition,
an interest in living things and are
reluctant to condone unnecessary
killing of animals. "Dissections
are necessary to train biologists,"
he says, "but the amount of dissection must be considered in
relation to its return in terms of
learning."
Julia Morrice

The organiser of Edinburgh
University's annual "Telethon"
appeal to graduates last week told
Student of the continuing success
of the scheme.
Speaking from the Telethon
"headquarters" in Old College,
Mr Bryan McLure , who is in
charge of this year's appeal, said
that since it began in 1982 almost
£550,000 had been raised for the
University from the contributions
of 3,500 or more graduates.
Mr McLure emphasised that
the campaign, which is organised
by the University's General
Council ( of which all graduates
are members) is not only about
fund-raising. It also allows the
University to keep track of its Mike Devlin displays the qu~lities which have led him to a dual role as
graduates throughout the coun- EUSA President and Telecom's speaking clock.
try.
Photo by Craig McNicol
The Telethon is carried out on a that it was wrong for graduates to plans to specify where governgeographical basis by about 15 provide funds which should, ment funds should be spent m
student volunteers. So far this perhaps, come from the govern- future rather than providing a
year a large area of Edinburgh has ment. Graduates had, he said, "block grant" as at present.
been covered , and earlier Perth- benefitted financially from their
Mr McLure added that assurbased graduates had been con- University education and it ances had been received from th_e
tacted courtesy of General Acci- seemed fair that they should be government that appeals by umdent pie who donated the use of prepared to benefit the University versities would not be taken as}
their facilities.
in return .
way of making "back-door cu!s·
Mr McLure said that most
Mike Devlin also felt that the
From the £550,~ raise~ smd .
graduates seemed genuinely appeal would bring home to 1982, half was bemg cons1dere
pleased to have been contacted, graduates the financial difficulties as the beginnings of an endowand even those who were faced by the University and pro- ment for the University and the
unemployed were keen to help.
vide funds to bolster its indepen- remainder would be distribute~ to
Praising the scheme, Students' dence. This was particularly many departments and a wide
Association President
Mike important since the University range of individual projects.
Devlin discounted suggestions Grants Committee (UGC) had
Gary DwJcaD
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More funds to
combat drugs

Sir Keith
attacks
student
'barbarism'

Scottish Secretary, George this purpose in 1985-86, and the
Younger last week announced scheme is expected to continue
plans to encourage involvement into the following year.
of the Scottish education service ' Despite little sign of any
in a campaign to combat drug mis- involvement by Edinburgh Uni-,
versity, the new initiatives are put
use.
The new initiatives include of a wider, national campaign
entrusting funds totalling £57,000 against drug abuse. This includes
''Barbarism" is how Sir
to the Consultation Committee reducing supplies from abroad in
Keith Joseph, Education Secon the Curriculum for a project on co-operation with the UN Comthe preparation of teaching mate- .mission on Narcotic Drugs and retary, has described the
rials which has been set up in -the Council of Europe Pompidou behaviour of students at Manliaison with Strathclyde Regional Grouup on Drug Misuse, and chester University at an incisubstantially
the dent earlier this week.
Council. The plans cover 1985-86 increasing
At a talk given by Mr. David
and the 1986-87 and materials for number of new customs preventathe project are expected to be tive posts provided specifically to Waddington , the Home Office
Minister responsible for immigramade available to Scottish schools combat drug smuggling.
The extent of the drugs prob- tion, at Manchester Students'
during the 1986-87 period.
A specific grant scheme for in- lem in Scotland, and the govern- Union earlier this month , stu,
service training in 1985-86 has ment's attempts to combat it are' dents jeered and spat at the Minisbeen extended to cover training reflected in the tightening of ter who had been invited to the
programmes, introduced by the domestic controls, and increases university by the Conservative
education authorities, for key in the number of Scottish police Students' Association.
A report of the incident has
tea,chers on drugs issues. This has 'forces ·specialising in drugs work,
been done on the basis ol along with the enforcement of been drawn up but was said by the
guidelines drawn up by a national strict penalities for trafficking, council's chairman, Mr Donald
and improvements in prevention, Redford , in defence of the stuplanning group chaired by HM
treatment, and rehabilitation of dents , to be unsatisfactory. It
Inspectorate of Schools. A sum ol
states that Mr Waddington incited
drug addicts.
£100,000 has been set aside for
Jane Kelly his audience and that people
jumped onto the stage but were
"restrained by union staff and
executive members". However, it
was found to be inadequate
because it did not describe events
fully or identify those who had
harassed the Minister.
The report goes on to suggest
that the Conservative Students'
On Friday morning in the trade should not be supported Association "may wish to express
City Chambers, Lord Pro- from the aid budget, and added their regret for any discomfort
vost Dr John McKay became that the government has often experienced l;,y their guest
its commitment to the speaker".
the first signatory of an Edin- repeated
UN aid target , but without actuThere was a similar incident
burgh-wide petition calling ally doing anything about it.
recently at Leeds University when
for increased Government
Lothian Regional Councillor former Home Secretary Leon
aid for the Third World.
Brian Cavanagh stressed the Brittan was invited to speak. This
The Lord Provost 's petition, as city-wide potential of the cam- followed rallies by dons at four
it will be known, is a city-wide paign , pointing out that Edin- universities - Manchester, Glascampaign aimed at achieving the burgh receives many people from gow, Leeds and London - in probacking of the people of Edin- developing countries through a test against Government plans to
burgh, and its sponsors hope that variety of sources, including Edin- reduce funds, staff and students in
it will be 'adopted ' by the city's burgh University.
higher education .
inhabitants.
Co-sponsors were deliberately
Professor Mark Richmond,
The petition calls on a three-· selected to give the petition a Vice-Chancellor at Manchester,
fold plan of action from the gov- broad base of support. Apart was outraged by the attack and
ernment - a substantial increase from Mr Dunion and Councillor hoped that the incident would be·
in next year's aid budget; a com-. Cavanagh, they include Euro-MP severely dealt with as "univermitment to channel current aid to· David Martin, Episcopalian sities, of all places, should be seen
the rural poor rather than via
Minister the Rev. Bill Brockie, to defend the principles of free
trade; and a firm declaration as to and Pilmar Smith, of Heart of speech" .
when the government hopes to Midlothian FC.
Most distressingly for Manreach the United Nations aid
Dr McKay added that although chester, the disciplinary commitEdinburgh's Tory MPs have tee which will investigate the mattarget.
Dr McKay also expressed seri- not yet been approached, he ter as one which has contravened
hopes they will sign the petition.
ous concern over current aid polthe Charter and Statutes by "brIn conclusion, Cllr. Cavanagh inging the university into disreicy , which stipulates that some of
referred to the old saying "give a pute", could stop all or part of the
the budget allocated for development projects should be given to
man a fish and you feed him for a union's annual grant of £573,000.
day: teach him to fish and you
British tenders. This means that
Last week about 1,000 dons
feed him for life."
recipient countries "can be left
from Manchester and elsewhere·
with whatever was available,
"We hope that by teachin~ converged on Westminster to ·
rather than what they need."
,peopl~, we can give them a degree lobby MPs as part of the nation- .
Oxfam's campaign organiser of guidance over their own wide campaign against higher:
and co-sponsor of that petition, destiny," he said.
education cuts.
Jenny Dunn
Kevin Dunion, emphasised that
Prue Jeffreys

City petition aims
to feed the world

Awards

Festive Frolics

Joining in the omnipresent festive spirit I present the 1985 Rat
awards:

What's the connection between a
grossly overweight sex-student
editor and our glorious leader perCharlie
manent
secretary
Fishburne? Apart from the fact
they're both overweight. Apparently both have an affinity for
drinking Becks lager and dancing
on tables stripped to the waist.
accordini- to onlookers, Mike
Devlin (for it was he) "was having
a good time" .

- the Student Editor "stick it in
anyway" award for dull as hell letters goes to everyone who wrote
about Northern Ireland.
- the "Oh God give me a job"
.award goes to everyone at KB
who has never bought Student
_:_ The Andrew Bell memorial
award for non-existent students
goes to the Revolutionary Communist Society which a special
mention for Mr Ivan Vermalimin.

Christmas
I hate Christmas. 1 hate you. I
·
hope you freeze.

Bunkered!

.

~ ,...........""'II'!"

•

.

Last Sunday afternoon, members of Edinburgh University CND vis
ited the District Council's nuclear bunker in a disused quarry off Comis
ton Road. Councillor Dickie Alexander gave a guided tour of the con
crete shell-Edinburgh University·CND say that on one level only, th
bunker barely provides a safe refuge for those who will be theoretical!
in control of a post-nuclear attack Edinburgh. The visit was organised b
the Council as part of their programme of spending civil defence mone
on "educating for peace" rather than preparations for a nuclear attack
Dickie Alexander will be coming to speak to the group on January 4th
next term.

Censure vote
for Morgan
The controversy which has~
been raging around Students'
Representative Council Law
Faculty representative, Simon
Morgan (also an office-bearer in·
the University Tory Club) , is continuing with a vote of censure
against him being placed before
the SRC.
Having already attracted much
criticism from the SRC over his
deliberate non-attendance at
meetings, on the grounds that the
processes of the Students' Association are "undemocratic" , Mor-

gan has recently been muchquoted in Midweek upon the subject of his membership of the Federation of Conservative Students.
It is this theme which is taken

up by EUSA Scretary Robbie Foy
proposer of the motion of censure. In it, he attacks Morgan
both for his membership of the
FCS, and for his failure to declare
it in the SRC elections last May.
The motion goes on to criticise.
FCS policy in attempting to discredit organsiation of student representation. It is its final point, it
notes "the bad record of attendance and participation this year
by several SRC members. "
The motion is aimed principally
at FCS policy as personified by
Simon Morgan, and points out
that "it is little wonder that the
majority of EU students regard
their SRC with contempt or
ambivalence."
Jenny Dunn

To earn themselves extra cash by selling
Student on Thursdays next term.
Sellers are required · at Pollock, Mylnes
Court, K.B. and in the George Square area .

Either Leave your name and telephone

number in the Student Offices,
1 Buccleuch Place (before the end of
term) or the Student Box, Student
Centre Shop.
Or Come down to the Student Offices this
Friday between 1 pm and 3 pm.

Please address all replies to the
Student Manager.
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.Right On

Futile Gesture

I

Dear Student,
I am sure that President Botha
is not losing much sleep over the
AGM's decision to rename the
Student Cenire the "Mandela
centre". The only good thing
about this empty , futile gesture is
that shows exactly how impotent
the aotj-apartheid movement is. It
calls on British bosses to impose
canctions on South Africa , something they are clearly never going
to do as long as such large profits
are to be obtained from the
exploitation of black workers. We

in this country must abandon -the
reformist nonsense of the AA,
and campaign for direct action
against the apartheid regime . In
Australia and Finland , postal
workers refuse to handle mail for
South
Africa . Scandanavian
transport workers have halted all
trade with South Africa. B(itish
workers have the power to smash.
apartheid - as long as they are
not drawn into meaningless campaigns for unobtainable goals.
Yours faithfully,
Andrew Gray

Dear Student,
Like your correspondent Douglas Munro last week I was disgusted by the arrogant personal
attack made' on Harold MacMill<jn by Mark McGregor of the
FCS. If McGregor was serious his
contempt for Lord Stockton 's
supposed physical frailty shows a
frailty of mind and a perversely
twisted inability to accept the
demonstration of his own human
weakness in the homenity of
others of which Hitler would have
been proud. One wonders what
torments the brave boys of the

Centre of the Issue
Dear Student ,

-

I am making my views known
in the form of a letter as I am not
accustomed to makingspeeches at
AGMs.
The
anti-apartheid
motion , to my view, was debated
in a very strange way, in that none
of the resolutions in th e motion
were discussed.
First of all, the proposer told of
the wrongs of apartheid (it was a
shame that. the accoustics of the
McEwan Hall are such that only
one word in about five can be
made out, but I assume that that
was wha.t she was talking about)
and I asgree , it is wrong that a person
shouldbe
discriminated
against becauswe of his/her colour, but the motion was not about
this. Then the opposer came on
and I could hear him even less , but
I assume by the reaction of the
audience he was pro-apartheid ,

although I could be wrong about
this. Both these speeches would
have fitted well with the motion
"The General Meeting resolves to
declare apartheid as an unjust (in
the very least) system," but this
was not the motion . The resolutions were to call the centre after
Mandela , give him a Honorary
degree and presidency, and twin
EUSA with SOMAFCO. I am not
against 4 and 5 (twinning and raising money for SOMAFCO) , but
does anyone really think that calling the centre "The Mandela
Centre" will do any good or that
giving him an honorary degree
will help , I certainly don't. It has
nothing to do with the pros and
cons of apartheid as was suggested
by the AGM, but just calling our·
centre after Nelson Mandela. The
only reaction from the bulk of the
public will be "There go those students again, bunch o' lefties etc.

The international financial

press have recently referred to . ~
Bankers Tru~t as the Banking
world's new visionary. Why?
Because you only have to loo
the remarkable metarno
ofBankers Trust to see what
radical, highly creative,, . .
management can achieve.
Formerly a ret:aihoomtn
bank, we broadened our
corporate finance capabiliti
challenged the established orde
We have emerged in the 1980's
a fully fledged global merch
bank whose profit margins, asset
ratios and loan.losses are the
ofour competition ..
Our success, as one ofthe US's
l~~st banks, is no miracle. Th~
ability to foresee and pre-empt · ·
market trends merely reflects the
calibre ofindividuals in our team
and confirms our reputation as
"a partnership ofprofessionals".
With our offer to come on
board in Corporate Finance,
Money Markets, Commercial
Banking, Fiduciary, Investment or

n BankersTrust

LSICompany

etc!' You only need to look at the
reaction of the people of Glasgow
to the proposal or renaming
George Square "MandelaiSquare"
I hope this letter does not make
sound racist because I am most
definitely not , I support the antiapartheid movement , but the
issue being debated was not
whether apartheid was "good'' or
"bad", it was taken for granted
that apartheid was wrong, and the
majority of people I have spoken
to (although not many , I believe
there must be like-minded
people) are completely against
apartheid, but would prefer not to
have a union named after the
leader of the ANC
I hope that in the future the
issues being debated are the ones
being voted on.
Yours sincerely,
Keith Franklin

New Right suffered in their school
days to so corrupt the natural
balance of their psychology- and
what pitiful fears they endure in
the humiliating honesty of solitude.
Of course the arrogance and
extremism such insecurity produces has, as Douglas says
. nothing to do with Conservatism
as a political doctrine - but it has
everything to do with today's
Conservative Party. The inability
to accept humanity's failings is the
Conservatrive Party - this is not
monetarism , not politics but the
revenge of scarred minds. The
ugliness of the modern Conservatives goes far beyond the FCS and
Messrs Britain and Lawson, it
goes right into the hearts and
minds of the new Tories who form
the majority of effective members
of the Government. Tory MPs
know better th an to make an
onstensive show of their own failings - you won 't see them wearing 'Hang Mandela' badges but
effectively the inhumanities of
apartheid mean less to them than
the profits of companies exploiting the weakness of human beings
in South Africa. Perhaps Nicholas
Fairbairn is more honest in his
support for the Friends of SA but
Douglas make no mistake about it
the conservatism of the Tory
Party as a whole not just that of
the FCS is dead. The caring Tories
are either outsidw aht was once
their party, silently suffering
within it, or like yourself beginning to find the twisted reality of
'llodern Conservatism utterly different from that of the textbook.
Andy Manders ·

Right
to
.Reply
Dear Student,

In response to Judith Currison's
letter , the EU Jewish Society
disassociates
unconditionally
itself from any posters which
appeared , bearing references to
anti-semitism or banning the
Jewish Society in connection with .
the Palestine Motion submitted at
theAGM.
I would , however , point o ut
that despite the numerous claims
'that Zionism and Judaism are
separate e ntities, the fact remains
that 95% of Jews consider
Zionism an integral part of their
religion. Obviously it is ludicrous
for any non-Jew to cast aspertions
as to what is Judaism, and what it
is not. As such , it is fair to assume
that the declaration "Zionism , is a
racist ideology" as stated in the
Palestine Motion, will be interpreted by 95% of Jews as "Jews
are Racists" and could perhaps be
construed as a personal attack .
I would also suggest that before
accusing us of resorting to "smear
tricks", EU Friends of Palestine
take time to realise that, as a society, we would clearly not have displayed posters of this nature,
which cou ld have proved detrimental to our ultimate aim.
Yours sincerely,
Samantha Sellyn
President of the EU Jewish Society

DP teams you can count on being
taken seriously, trained expertly
and rewarded by the best
prospects and remuneration in the
iq_dustry-t:hroughout your career.
~ For most opportunities, no
special discipline is required but
~cyis high on our scale of
priorities and an economics or
""~tfusiness related degree may give
, ,bead start.
To be considered, please
a completed standard
:n form together with
rt sized photograph to:
Christie,
'*miel Department,
ankers Trust Company,
Oashwood House,
., road Street,
C2P2EE.
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Old Firm Convictions

It's just not on
The news that Edinburgh University faces not just cut-backs or
economies, but actual closure, is astonishing and frightening in its
implications. lfthe proposals of the University Grants Committee
to implement an annual cut in expenditure of two percent become
reality, then four hundred years of Edinburgh University may be
finished by four hundred weeks of Thatcherism. It's that serious.
We can make fine statements about the prestige of the University, of the City of Edinburgh, and,then hope thaNhe axe won 'tfall
on us. Yet the· fact remains that Edinburgh University, for all its
history, is as likely to face closure as, say, Salford or Stirling. We
are not somehow immune because of the fact we're world-famous
and world-renowned.
The option of saving money by cutting back on the numbers of
staff should not be considered at length. As it is, there are quality
staff in .all fiends of study who are not being replaced when they
retire, or who are not having their contracts renewed. One is led to
wonder about the thinking behind an education policy which is
contracting at a time when the economy needs all the intellectual
and technological know-how it can get. Or does the Government
have so little faith in its economic policy that it sees no point in
training people to take up jobs in the future, since there will be no
jobs?
This are by no means cut and dried regarding these proposals of
the UGC . And until they are, and even after they may seem to be
cut and dried, we must fight any possibility that Edinburgh, or any
other, University may close. In this city alone, there are three Conservative MPs who need every student vote they can get to survive,
and who must not be allowed to rest until they make clear their
opposition to such reductions in expenditure on Universities. the
people of Edinburgh must be made aware that their city could well
lose its historic University. Mrs Thatcher, who has not one, but
two, degrees to her name (not to mention her recent Honorary
Degree from the private University of Buckingham) must be told
that to contemplate closing Universities c ould be to contemplate
closing the door on a third term in Downing Street.
The Principal says that by 1990, all Universities could be
"broke". That will be next year's Freshers' final year. The problem is as imminent as that. And so must the response be.

Student is moving
This issue of Student marks the end of an era because it's the last
to be produced from 1 Buccleuch Place. As from next term, your
award-winning student newspaper will be based at 48, The Pleasance. We hope the move will be good for the paper, and we hope
you' ll continue to support Student in whatever way you can - by
working for the paper, selling it, or buying it. As long as you do one
of those three; it makes everyone's effort worthwhile. Come into
our new offices, and help us in our efforts to make Student an even
better product. We want to improve Student; and with your help,
we can.

1 Buccleuch Place, Edinburgh EH8 9LW
Tel. 031-667 5718/9278
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Meetings: Fn ays, p.m.

Dear Editor,
I write regarding the recem
Glasgow Rangers business. I
attended the AGM (though did
not get speaking) ahd read in Stu·
dent that one could feel something
concrete had been achieved here.
Amongst other things I will now
proceed to disabuse you of such a
belief.
'
Is it not a bit like, say, ScotlandEngland rivalry? How many England or Scotland fans have actual
serious bad feeling towards one
another? However, we still want
to beat the hell out of them for
these 90 minutes, when the centuries of history make themselves
felt and produce a remarkable
excitement. You may argue that
history ·is itself no validation of
our present behaviour, and you
would be right in this. It is for
instance no justification of the illtreatment of women , that women
have been treated badly throughout history . However, even if the
culture in question has got it

remember? Rangers will always
wrong in the Rangers-Celtic case
be Protestant, Celtic Catholic,
(or Scotland-England), it is , for
and if you don't like that then no
the reasons I have given , a small
one's asking you to support any of
concession to make to this "error"
them -you can go away and supto regard Rangers as the Protesport one of your fresh-faced,
tant team and Celtic as the
Catholic team. Without it , as 1 moral, sporting, upright , "family
atmosphere" kind of clubs. There
say, Scottish football would be
are enough of us who prefer our
much the poorer , and the consport with blood, guts , passion
sequences of this "error" are not
and history for the Old Firm to
nearly so grave as you seem to
worry too much.
think. And , if you want to put us
So you have acheived and will
right on it , then r can assure you
"achieve " nothing, and I trust that
that the signing of a Catholic by
Mr MacPherson will refuse your
Rangers will not contribute one
request of him. Finally, I say to
iota to this end. Rangers could
you people: keep your piety, your
field a team of altar boys , and they
sincerity and your consciencewould still be identified with Protestant loyalism. This is evi- . stricken hearts where they
belong; keep them for your
denced, I think , by the fact that
Esther Rantzen drug addict appemanv of Celtic's most illustrious
players have been non-Catholic . als, keep it for your stories about
handicapped kids , keep it for you
(including Dalglish , McGrain ,
sensationalist tabloid stories
Gemmell , Auld , Simpson , Walabout child molesters. Bring it to
lace and Stein) , and yet Celtic are
West of Scotland football and you
still unambiguously identified
are on a loser.
with Irish Republicanism. They
Yours faithfully,
even signed Alfie Conn , an exPaul Davis.
Rangers player , eight years ago,

4-Nil?

CND
Dear Student ,
I would like to add something to
your somewhat brief treatment of
EUSA's affiliation to SCND, and
make it clear to everyone just why
we're doing this. It's not just some
vague,
wishy-washy
threat
perhaps hanging over us in the distant future; nucl ear weapons are
killing people right now. In the
South Pacific, islands are being literally blown to bits by British ,
French and US nuclear testing
(remember the one about the
Bikini?) - in many cases their
populations
aren't
even
evacuated , and when they are , by
organisations like Greenpeace ,
they face severe overcrowding
and medical shortages, as well as
very high levels of cancer and
deformed "jellyfish"
babies
because of their exposure to
intense radiation. In Namibia , the
illegal South African occupiers
are mericlessly exploiting unprotected black labour, to mine
uranium for their weapons. All
over the world people are dying
because their governments are
being forced (with varying
degrees of ease) into the vicious
circle of "aid" only in return for
escalating arms-importing deals;
in the Indo-Pakistan war, Britain
was supplying both sides with

A 24-hour squash marathon has
been organised to raise funds for
Edinburgh Students Charities
Appeal this weekend.
Paul Jeffrey and James white
will play squash from 5.30 pm Fri1:lay until 5.30 pm Saturday at the
Pleasance. They hope to raise at
least £500, and have already been
promised sp-onsorship of around
£300.
The event has been organised
by Alan Chainey , Director of the
Department of Physical Education. All the squash kit used by the
two players has been donated by
Mackenzie's Sports (who also
provided Dr Burnett's snazzy outfit as seen on the front page).
If you have not already sponsored either Paul or James, you
can do so by going along to the
Pleasance during their marathon.
ESCA hope to raise yet more
money this weekend with their
carol singing on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday. If you are interested
in helping out, please contact the
ESCA offices in Wilkie Street.

arms, and both now probably
have nuclear weapons to keep up
with the nuclear club. To eradicate the mass-killer malaria from
the world would only cost one
seventh of the ampunt needed to
equip one Trident submarine, and
yet we plan to build four of these.
Yes, there is the threat of global
suicide, but we're involved in it
right now - we can't just sit back
and say oh well at least it 'll all be
over in a flash. It won't and it's
already begun. Thank you for
supporting us; we hope you'll continue to do so. We meet on Tuesdays at 7 in the Chaplaincy
Centre.
Susan Holmstrom,
EUCND.

Dear Editor,
Having been present at the
recent AGM (EUSA) I find it
necessary to air my views concerning the motion against the sectarianism of Ranger FC and 'El
Presidente ' himself.
Firstly there is the ·miracle of
the quorum' ; several minutes
before the previous motion (The
Fowler review) had been passed
there were 329 people in the hall
subsequently quite a few people
left , no one came in and although
I could not see all of the hall I
counted at least 21 votes against
the Rangers motion, yet I understand that 300 people were
needed to make a motion binding.
strange.
Far be it from me to accuse anyone of anything. Yet Mr Devlin's
obvious distaste for anyone who
opposed this motion was rather
enlightening; perhaps his future
does lie in politics!
I had always thought ofthe
president as an impartial, apolitical master of ceremonies at such
meetings. Yet Mr Devlin·s disgraceful attitude to anyone
unlucky enough to oppose a ·
motion he rather liked eas there
for everyone to see. You are not
the judge and jury Mr Devlin.
neither are you the light by which
all others should follow.
Yours.
David Colgrave

•

MACKENZIE'S SPORTS
STUDENTS LOVE OUR PRICES!
10% Discount plus cash back vouchers
to be used against your next purchase.
• American football replica jerseys
• Rain Jackets
• Towels
• Badminton and Squash rackets
• Large selection of holdalls on show
• Footwear and Clothing on upper floor

MACKENZIE'S SPORTS
17 Nicolson Street
031-667 2288
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Black and White
This week The Music Pages preach to the unconverted about
reggae. Having received the thirteen-LP set oflsland's Reggae
Greats, the records were distributed to people with a varying
degree of acquaintance with this particular form of music.

Jimmy Ciiffrrhe Wailers/
Lynton Kwesi Johnson
Island Reggae Greats Collection

'Reggae' is generally used
as a blanket term, and usually
one of abuse: no wonder,
perhaps, when the only side of
this music aired to a large
public is whining kak-likeUB40.
Island's
Reggae
Greats series seeks to redress
the balance Uy plundering the
vaults for representative
samplers of each artist.
Certainly the three on offe1
here give the lie to the usual "it all
sounds the same" complaint.
Jimmy Cliff weighs in with the
sweetest voice in reggae and some
of the sweetest songs; the early
Wailers (back in the days before
Peter Tosh was sent off to blow his
own smo)ce rings in the corner)
have a harder edge without
forgetting the value of a good·
toon , while LKJ - a revolutionary poet rather than a pop
singer, whose rhythm tightens up
accordingly - supplies the least
accessible music here , although
Sonny's Lettah alone is enough to
instantly convert anyone with
ears. A rich vein of protest runs
through these records , from
Cliffs
desperate
optimism
through Marley's slightly wackier
Kingdom of Jah mysticism to
LKJ's contemporary call-to-arms.
The nature ,of the
enterprise is certainly to entice the
passer-by rather than the purist
(dyed-in-the-wool reggae buffs
will already possess most of the
material on offer) , and any
attempt to increase popular support for a much neglected music
can only be a good thing. With any
luck, UB40 might retire.
Gavin Macdonald

Sly and
Spear

Robbie/Burning

I dR
G
Alb
slan ggae reats · um

A Dub Experience is the
subtitle to this Reggae Greats
collection; A Boring Experi·
h
bee
I
ence might ave
n a ot
nearer the truth, for these
eight tracks of dubbed-up riddims are an insomniac's
delight.
Messrs Dunbar and Shakespeare, it must be said, are pretty
mean craftsmen -of Ye Olde Classl.cke Drum 'n' Bass11·ne chores
but regrettably that's where their
skills lie - backing up some great
singers like Black Uhuru - and
on this LP we get nothing but
some pretty lightweight dubs plus
a lot of irritating electronic trickery (or dubsmithery, perhaps).
Burning Spear (AKA Winston
Rodney) have always tended to
cover the "heavy" reggae concerns (slavery, th,e prospects of
eventual return to Africa) in a
somewhat leaden, depressing
fashion, but this collection
demonstrates that in their early
days they were quite useful in a
melancholy way. The cream of the
.crop are all from the 1975 debut
LP of Marcus Garvey, particularly Slavery Days and the title
track, the -former of which is a
bona fide reggae classic and is in
stark contrast to later material
such as Dry and Heavy which is as
self-explanatory a title as you
could want.
Keith Cameron

majority (86%) to be against the
continued playing of reggae on his
Reggae is a much neglected and show. The two Plain objections to
misunderstood form. It arose in reggae seem to be that it is musiJamaica in the sixties from a vari- cally repetitive , and lyrically
ety of influences, notably ska and vapid with a preponderance of
rock-steady, and has now easily Rastafarian cliches. People who
eclipsed calypso as the popular make remarks like these then tum
music of the Caribbean. Nowa- to equally repetitive funk or gothdays, with the large-scale immig- rock for solace, seemingly obliviration to Britain during the sixties ous to the glaringly inept lyrics to
and seventies, today's black youth be found in both these and many
are making substantial contribu- · other musical forms (including, of
tions to our culture as they expand course , reggae). Naturally, there
on the innovations o( their is no accounting for personal
Jamaican mentors. If you believe, taste, and what X thinks of as
as I do , that greater effort could repetitive , Y may think of it as
and should be made to seek out, hypnotic and vibrant; what A
appraise and integrate black cul- thinks of as cliched, Z may think
ture, then surely racial harmony of as spiritually uplifting and poemust follow.
tic.
The release of the Regg4e
More
disturbingly , 'taste'
Greats series affords the unin- seems increasingly governed by
itiated a splendid opportunity to the major record companies and
really come to terms with one of radio stations. As reggae music
the most important forms of black places such importance on the
culture. Viritually all the influen- bass guitar, whence it derives
tial acts are featured, although much of its power, it is not parcopyright control has obviously ticularly suited to the radio and is
dictated who are present. There is best heard either (loudly) at home ·
none of Bob Marley and The or better still in a lively club.
Wailers' later material and no Record companies are unwilling
early Black Uhuru. Alternatively, to give reggae acts the 'push' that
cases could be made for the likes is needed to get them into the top
of Sugar Minott, and ntore espe- twenty "(i.e. about £300,000) and
cially Dennis Brown, to have had the music has to be'watered down
more prominent coverage, but if it is to have any chance of sueboth are represented on the com- cess (e.g. UB40, Amazulu, and
pilation samplers. Generally the even The Police). Caught in this
standard of both contents and cleft stick, reggae continues to
packaging is very high, with infor- thrive on a minor(ity) scale while
mative sleeve notes and selected national success eludes its prime
bibliographies being provided exponents.
with all releases.
Now Island has seen fit to take a
crack at the album market with
Making the
this decently promoted set:
breakthrough
Threeofthecollectionarecom-

Introduction

A recent survey on Colin Somerville's night-time radio programme sh9wed an overwhelming

pilation LPs which probably do
th
t
·f '
mhore anf any . o answer cnl ,cs
c arges o repetitiveness and yncal cliche.

1--------------

Strictly for Lovers/Strictly
.for Rockers/ Strictly for DJs
Island Reggae Greats Collection
The Lovers Rock compilation
will probably fit most snugly into
the ears of novitiates. As the
name implies this is a compilation
of love songs with the mood set by
Winston Reedy's opener Dim the
Lights. I must confess to being
slightly disappointed with this set,
even though there are no outstandingly duff tracks in evidence.
The stand-out track is undoubtedly Aswad's Roots Rocking- a
potent love song whose ulterior
message is hinted at in the title.
Afficionados should investigate
the line version on the group's
titanic Live and Direct offering
which has to be one of the best live
albums ever recorded . The Cool
Ruler is dealt with elsewhere on
this page , while Dennis Brown,
Maxi Priest and Al Campbell (on
Edinburgh's own Move Records)
all have recent and worthy
releases available currently.
The DJs who used merely to
spin the discs started rapping between the numbers (as in funk) and
expanded this into a whole new
music form as evidence by Smiley
Culture's recent surprise hit
Police Officer.
The form generally sacrifices
melody for lyrical content - with
most of the DJs being sharp , witty
and rhythmical although the
incomparable Eek A Mouse manages to retain melody with his
unique 'sing-jay' style. Even in
this theoretically limited area ·
innovations are still materialising,
then, as UK artists like Papa Levi
and Smiley Culture (surprisingly
not on this compilation) investigate the possibilities of doublespeed delivery.
Strictly for Rockers is a much
more amorphous and varied collection. While Rockers was an
actual hard-style of reggae
invented by the master stick-man
Sly Dunbar, the sleeve writer Jack
Barron prefers to extend the term
to include anything 'militant'
whether musically or lyrically.
Thus we have The Wailing Souls'
sublime tale of avarice, Bredda
Gravilicious with Bunny Wailer's
magical Battering Down Sentence;
one of the many reggae songs
whose' melodic beauty seems
utterly at odds with the harsh situation which inspired it.
So, while dub is largely avoided
as being of specialist interest,
these three compilations set out
clearly the preoccupations of
reggae: love, wit, and above all,
struggle. Hopefully, a few more of
us will be more willing to share
that struggle now. Peter Carron

Toots and the Maytals/Steel
Pulse
Island Reggae Greats Collection

Toots Hibbert, along with
Peter Tosh and Bob Marley,
is one of the grand old men of
Jamaican Reggae. He has
been influential in the rise of
British Reggae as well as
being a hero of many of the
aspiring punks of 1977 (note
The Clash cover of Pressure
Drop as well as The Specials
cover of Monkey Music).
Forming The Maytals in 1962, it
took.him six years in Kingston to
move into the commercial market
with 54-56 (That's My Number)
which was inspired by his prison
experiences after being sentenced
'for "too much ganja, man!". He
rejected the R astafarian Dreads
and Rude Boys prominent in
Jamaica at that time and opted
instead to style himself on the
rock-steady scene and the album
itself depicts this clearly with its
choice of tracks.
Together with the original Pressure Drop , which, incidentally,
puts The Clash to shame , the
highlight of the album is· a ·typical
rock-steady version of Take Me
Home, Count;y Road which is a
pleasure to the ears.
Steel Pulse can be seen as the
opposite end of the stick with
being both a British as opposed to
Jamaican band, and having been
formed in the mid-1970s as
opposed to the early 1960s when
the Reggae movement was in its
infancy.

As
Birmingham's
reggae
prophets , they forecasted a
revolution in Handsworth way
back in 1978, perhaps meriting
them a place in the Home Office.
However, their preoccupation
with the Rasta philosophy makes
them less accessible than The
Maytals and has resulted in the
overuse of such crass phrases as
Babylon is Calling and Give I back
I witch doctor.
Steel Pulse's best material was
written for their own Wise Man
Doctrine label and so does not
appear on this album, however,
Babylon Makes the Rules and
Handsworth Revqlution give substance to what is otherwise a
rather weak album.
Ian Stewart

The Local Scene
Unfortunately the local reggae
scene suffers from not having a
sizeable black population to sup·
port it. Consequently what reggae
there. is tends to be diluted and
very poppy. Makossa, Skanga,
Wee Yellow Rip, and Red all play
watered down versions or the real
thing while reggae is featured at
Marleys at The Place and the
Goombay Beat Club in the Ber·
muda Suite in Tollcross. The Dub
Club is at Annabel's on Tuesdays.
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Service, Please!
SHOP ~SSIST ANTS/
ROTE KAPELLE/
SUFFOCATION MADNESS

won't· go to Mohammed ... )
Platform, the main jazz promoters in Scotland, arranged for a
saxophone duo to play at an
exhibition of new paintings. And
very .e njoyable it was too. Steve
Kettley (last seen with the excellent Zips For Lips) and Dick Lee
(catch him with Swing '85 at the
Malt Shovel on Monday nights)
improvised beautifully, without at
any time veering off into the
unmelodic, unlistenable swamp
which improvised jazz can be.

potterrow
Queen's Hall/City Art Centre/
Playhouse

In that case songs are
important;
Closer than the human
touch, they must be
Gods.
I think not. But sometimes
[wonder.
(William Leary 'Music')
I wonder. I wonder why it .
is so easy tQ be·a cynic, so difficult to be honest. Jealousy
perhaps? I thought savage
indignation would be in order Window Shopping
for this piece and I was Okay then. You are a fine perwrong. Isn't it funny how it . former, sir, and your band have
always happens?
improved a lot recently. Your

Suffocation Madness were brief
: but powerful. A short, sharp
shock: interesting, if predictable,
and enjoyable. There was so
much delay on .the vocals that I
could still hear the machine-gun
.verbal delivery halfway through
the Shop Assistants' set. Suffocation Madness are a good Killing
Joke, and rather pulled the rug
out from under their own feet by
playing 'War Dance' for an
encore. Yet this did seemed to set
a trend for the evening; it was nice
to see all three of these bands
proud, rather than embarrassed,
about their musical heritage , all
wearing their influences boldly on
their sleeves .
I've never heard a funny heckler. 'Fuck off, big ears!' and there
were Rote Kapelle. 'Would you
please criticise my art, and not my
ears' replied the singer, wearily.

As it's the last James Jazz
column before Christmas, I
thought I'd go out with a bit 9f
a flourish, so I'll be reviewing
three (yes, three!) gigs this
week. They range from the
Weird to the mega-trendy,
taliing in the very-arty. But
And so to Sunday i:iight. Robert
Cray finished his first full British
first of all, the weird.

the general impression conveyed.
But there is no reason at all why
they should not treat such a
splendidly ironic lyrical style is description as the compliment it
complemented by a singular musi- is, and use it accordingly.
cal approach as varied as it is · And these young people were
innovative. If you retain your enjoying themselves, laughing
·pleasing humour, you should do . and grinning, when I thought the
well, and even if you don't make independent charts were all about
. it, you'll .be defeated smilingly. wearing black and sucking your
cheeks so far down your throat
Sorry to be so predictable, but that they are more or less hanging
the Shop Assistants were marvell- out of your arsehole.
ous too. The new single sounds a
Isn't itfunny how it always hapcracker of the same order as All pens? I had come expecting a misDay Long, and that can't be bad erable night out, but it turned out
news. The guitarist ( the lone male to be one of the most pleasant
in a band of token females) seems evenings I've spent in .a student
to have the gift for coming'up with union for years. How good of the
fresh , memorable tunes, and the Politics Society to organise such
· upright two-girl drum partnership an enjoyable event! How nice to
works startlingly well as a tight be sweetly surprised and have
rhythms section. The Ramones/ cynicism dissolved! How easy to
early Blondie tag is one they will be honest! It ought to happen
find themselves stuck with, firstly. more.
because people like labels and,
.Paul William Hullah
secondly because it does capture

~

~~·

Since it's the last Pulse
before Christmas I'd like to
go out on a bit of a flourish but

pop classic, a real spine-tingler. A
shame it's sold out.
The Tube tomorrow night has
got Dire Straits live in Jerusalem
it looks a bit unlikely, I'm _ Jesus Christ!! (gedditt??!)
afraid. The turkey might be Never mind·, a week on Friday the
getting fat as the great day Tube has the amazingly wonderful
approaches, but the gigs are Fine Young Cannibals plus the
certainly getting thinner.
amazingly OK Armoury Show.
For the coming week, The Style However, you should make sure
Council would look to be the pick that your tellies are well tuned to
of the pack - they're on at the BBC2 next week because, starting
Playhouse tomorrow night. I'm a on Saturday, it's JAZZ WEEK.
reluctant convert to this band Now really, this is why we pay our
since Paul Weller still bugs me ant\. licence fee; or at least, Jt's why
Ja
Jazz pays his. The Beeb
anyone less like the .spokesman
ha
assembled a veritable
today's youth I can't · agin
However, Cal~ Bleu w
pl
ra of ftlms, documentaries
· jc9i!MJ~~•ootage and I am
brave debut LP and Walls
Tumbling Down.w
e only
n even begin to select
to crack the cosy con
1ghlights. Just look at the

a

tour here Sunday night in front of
a half full (half empty) Playhouse.
This probably reflected accurately
the sales of his albums, since
although they have done well in
the independent charts, and
achieved much critical acclaim,
they've never really taken off. As
well as being half full, the audience seemed to be half doped up
to the eyeballs.
The band played well within
themselves, restricting themselves to five-minute, standard
versions of the album tracks.
Robert Cray is, of course, a
remarkably
good
guitarist.
Although more dynamic and
chordal than the likes of Eric
Clapton (who isn't?) he never let
rip; we could really have done
with some more long, whiny
solos. All this sound rather negative, in fact the concert was dead
good, the band played really well
and he's got lots of nice songs. But
you try stringing that out into a
review, it's easier to nitpick.

James Jazz

RAIN PARADE
Hoochie Coochie Club
''Razzin-Frazzin!" is what
a disgruntled Mottley used to
mutter under his breath to
Dick Dastardly.

This is also what he kept repeating to us as we dragged him groaning and puking home from the
Hooch on Sunday night. He had
gone there to find out what all the
fuss concerning these new West
Coast geetar groups was all about,
and boy was he sick as a dog when
he found out.
For a start the band wore the
most ridiculous cowboy boots
he'd ever seen. This was nothing
compared to the fact that they had,
09
a sheepdog playing rhythm guitar,
and both of these paled into insignificance when they actually
started singing.
Can you imagine the Byrds with
superfluous Pink Floydesque
Aid; you don't h
Garner, Artie organ, played at 120 decibels and
crap • • •
Dick Hyman, all pumped through a transistor
erry m1at.."llr-l""
e Turner· • • • radio? Muttley certainly couldn't
For all yo
women who missed Haw w·
-H
'em? N , me neither, and it was more than his little
recently, then you can drown y
b t Hey! that means they're really brain could take.
sorrowsatthePlaybousewithBlue cool, maaaaan. Oh, and there's
Unlike the polite Mr Cray, the
Oyster Cult. Well they make me also Billie Holiday, Stanley Jor- band wouldn't introduce any of
want to cry, anyway. And I'm sure dan, Louis Armstrong and Count their songs. However, they did
a few pre-pubescent (and even Basie - at least I know what they ramble on that, "Hundreds of
some post-pubescent) tears will be look like.
years ago our forefathers went out
shed by the gallon a week on FriWest because they had nowhere
Christmas is meant to . be else to go." The real reason that
.day, Saturday and Sunday
because born-again hunk Paul enjoyed but I really doubt that I they were forced out into the
Young is resident at the Playhouse could survive it without John Peel desert must have been that no one
for those three days. Now look, I and his Festive SO. If you've never could stand their godawful music.
could easily slag him off-and his listened to the great man before
At one point in the proceedings
version or Love wm Tear Us then at least tune into these festive the stage lights (as if by divine
Apart was sacrilege- but really it specials where Peely plays his lis- intervention) went out and the
should be a great show. The teners' top SO of the year. It's nos- band played on. At least the boys
records (especially the second LP) talgia at its best and John's usually knew where their frets were. That
are massively bloated but live it's in quite a happy ·mood; .hap~y _in said, when it comes to abusing
all honed down into something his pretty miserable terms, that IS. geetars, the Jesus and Mary Cham
'tougher, a bit more raw; and Merry Christmas.
do it ohso much better!
Keith Cameron
Come Back and Stay is a genuine
Craig McNicol

l ~~ii;~:i !Q/1

The Terje Rypdal (try saying
that when you've had a few, or
:me for that matter), Trio, billed
"gutsy jazz-rock", provided the
Queen's Hall (where else?) with
some of the heaviest music it's·
seen in ages. The gig was beset by
problems, the PA wasn't working
so the band had to use their own
amps. It all started off rather
ominously. The first song started
off with the drums pattering away,
closely followed by the bass. Then
the guitar joined in with what can
only be described as "twiddly
bits". For a moment I had this
horrible premonition that it was
going to be like the Ralph Towner
concert: 40 minutes of twiddly bits
going nowhere. But then it came,
like manna from heaven, a bloody
great heavy rock chord over the
top ofit all. And this kept happening. It was all rather refreshing.
Saturday afternoon saw
rather unusual event at the City
Art Centre. In an effort t<i take
jazz to the people (iftlie mountain

As a service to its reader, Student will be
publishing Accommodation Want_ed and
Accommodation Available advertisements
every week, starting from the first issue of
next term.

If you would like to place an
.
Accommodation advertisement (for which
there is no charge) in Student, please leave
it, with your name, telephone number and
address, in one of the following places:

•
•
•
•
•

The Student Box, Student Centre Shop
The Student Offices, 48 Pleasa.nce (next tenn)
The Student Box, Teviot Union Shop (next tennl
The Student Box, DHT Union Shop (next tenn)
The Student Box, Chambers St Foyer (next tenn)

Small ads, letters, items for What's On, and
unsolicited articles can also be left in these
boxes: deadline 1 pm, every Monday.

Deadline for 1st issue:
1.00 p.m., Monday, 6th January

Forrest Rd.
6677331
Lothjan Rd.
RETURN TO THE FORBIDDEN
South Clerk St.
COMFORT AND JOY
PLANET
5Dec; 2.30
SANTA CLAUS- THE MOVIE
. 11 Dec; 1 pm
Local Hero Bill · Forsyth's film 1.45, 5.40, 8.15
Tickets:
75p to members, £1.25'
about a Glasgow radio personal- . The Hollywood view of the Santa
ity who unwittingly becomes Claus legend with all the special to non-members.
involved in a local ice-cream war.
effects of lfying sleighs, chimney Fat Cats last mega mince pie of
pots and lots of ho-ho-hos, no 1985 - an amazingly amiable
SUBWAY
doubt. Dudley Moore in one of extravaganza projecting Shakes5-7 Dec; 6.15, 8.30
peare into the Space Age. EUTC
Well dressed punk Christopher his most fitting roles to date, as
promise the heating will be on. ·
Lambert takes up residence in one of Santa's elves.
the Paris Metro , joining forces
with the various low life charac- PURPLE ROSE OF CAIRO
ters who live in the stations, 2.00, 5.15, 8.00
while being hunted by the sub- Woody Allen's latest features Grindlay St
way police.
Mia Farrow as a woman so besot- 2299697
ted by her movie idol that she 4 Dec-11 Jan; check on times
A LOVE IN GERMANY
entices him from the celluloid Ticket range: £2-£5
5-8 Dec; 6.00, 8.15
into real life, which plays havoc· By Stuart Patterson. This suitable
6, 7 Dec; 2.30
A film about an illicit love affair with her downbeat life in New for children aged 5-14. Go and
watch hunky Merlin defeat the
between a German and a Polish Jersey, especially when the
POW. It shows how the excesses ·. director appears to claim his star. powers of darkness, but beware
his magic wand.
of Nazism were allowed by the
bureaucracy of the German
State.
THE BRIDE
PLENTY
2.00, 5.30, 7 .55
112West Bow
8 Dec; 3.00, 8.00
Based on the Mary Shelley ver2262633
The 29th London Film Festival on sion of the Bride of Frankenstein,
THE PUDDOCK AN' THE PRINTour presents the big names starring Sting as Dr Frankenstein.
Meryl Streetp, Sir John Gielgud,
CESS
Sting and Tracy Ullman, etc. A
3-22 Dec; 7.30, Sat. Matinee, 2.30
young woman is unsatisfied with
Ticllets: £4 (cone. £3)
her life of plenty after her active - - - - - - - - - - - - A combination of two Scottish
folk tales - should be interestlife during the was.
229 3030
·ing.
COP AU VIN
Lothian Rd.
9-11 Dec; 6.00, 8.00
BACK TO THE FUTURE
11 Dec; 2.30
2.20, 5.20, 8.20
French small town intrigue, con- A sickeninglyAII-American boy
spircy and murder attracts an out .goe~ back in time, where unfortuof town cop whose presence nately his mother falls in love
annoys the bigwigs in this com- with him. Tipped as the big
edy thriller.
Christmas movie (ie it'll make a
lot of money for Steven SpielBRITISH ANIMATION
berg).
9 Dec; 6.45, 8.45
Calton Rd.
A collection of both artistic and
5561010
commercial animation. Part of
CHRISTMAS EXHIBITION :
the London Film Festival on Tour. THEGOONIES
PAINTINGS
AND
WATER2.20, 5.20, 8.20
ALMOST YOU
COLOURS
Another group of all-American
10 Dec; 6.45, 8.45
From 28 Nov to 21 Dec; Free
A young wife's accident gives her kids find a treasure map which
Over one hundred artists from
husband the excuse to fool they hope will save their village
the period 1700 to 1940 show off
around while she convalesces, and as a result get stuck in the
their talent. A good opportunity
even though she was trying to Raiders of the Lost Ark Set
to see the difersity of art within
save their marriae when hurt.
one gallery.
BLADE RUNNER
LETTER TO BREZHNEV
10 Dec; 2.30
1.40, 3.55, 6.10, 8.55 .
Ridley Scott's stunning transpos- Two 'good-time' Liverpool girls
ition of the 40's Film Noir to the meet up with two Soviet sailors
21st Century. Harrison Ford plays on shore leave. One of the girls is
the hard done by gumshoe given anxious to meet her sailor again.
the task of hunting down four · Hence the correspondence.
· Chambers St.
practically human replicants or
FRENCH CONNECTIONS : SCOTandroids.
LAND AND THE ART OF
AN AMERICAN IN PARIS
CHANGE
11 Dec; 5.45, 8.15
Till Feb 86
One of the great MGM musicals
The "Auld Alliance" is here
· in the tradition of Singing in the 447 2660
brought alive. This show is not
Newbattle Rd
Rain. This stars Gene Kelly and
concerned with camembert,
Leslie Caron.
striped T-shirts and the smell of
COCOON
garlic but with the best'of french
2.00, 5.30, 7.55
Spielberg-type film about a set of Art from the 14th Century to the
cocoons left behind in a swim- present day.
RAMPARTS OF CLAY
ming pool. Before their extraterrestrial owners can reclaim them,
6Dec; 6.45
they have a bizarre effect on
Pleasance
'Ramparts' is a film about life in a. some old folks, who suddenly get
the
urge to go break-dancing, etc.
remote Saharan village and a
George IV Bridge
young girl's realisation there is
2264531
life outside •z• isa Greek political BEVERLEY HILLS COP
THOMAS DE QUINCEY, AN
thriller.
2.45, 5.45, 8.45
ENGLISH OPIUM EATER
, SKIP TRACER
This summer's cult comedy Till 31 Jan; Free
COMFORT AND JOY ,
movie with the marvellous Eddie , This bicentenary exhibition tells
8Dec; 6.45
Murphy.
the life of Thomas de Quincey
George Square Theatre
who liv~d from 1785 to 1859, with
The skip tracer is in charge of
ex~iting insights into his wierd
chasing bad debts ar,id pushes. CARE BEARS MOVIE
ex,sten1:e.
one man too far with disastrous Sat7 Dec; 2.20
results, while Comfort and Joy is Onew showing only with special
about a man getting involved price of £1.20
with a Glasgow ice-cream war.
WITNESS
ZERO DE CONDUITE
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
OLUCKYMAN
· Th·e Mound
Harrison Ford and a small boy are
11 Dec; 7.00
· 556 8921
the only witnesses to a drugPleasance
SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF WOMEN
A French view of school through related murder by some bad cops. ARTISTS
a child's eyes and their attempts He hides in the small boy's Amish . Has just opened and is crammed
at revolt. Followed by Lindsay community, run on 19th-century full of fascinating things espeAnderson's probably sequel to 'If lines where apart from protecting · cially the still lives of wardrobes
.. .' featuring Malcolp, McDowell trimself, he manages to fall in lcive and table tops by Francis Macwith the mother.
as the luckless Mick Travis.
donald.

L V C E

u

High St., Musselburgh
665 3713
EOUUS
Ends 7 Dec; 7.30
Musselburgh Theatre Company
present this thriller which was,
made into a film a few years back.

NETHERBOW
43 High St
5569579
THE BEAR
THE DEEP FREEZE
Till 21 Dec: 8 pm
Tickets : £3 (cone. £2)
By Anton Chekhov and Robert
Kemp respectively. An unusual
opportunity to see the work of
Cheery Chekhov the great Russian Master, together with an
original one-act Scottish comedy
containing some recognisable
every-day characters!

M

TRAVERSE

A

B

K

N

G

s

2 Leven St.
2291201
ALADDIN
Opens 7 Dec; 7 .00, 2.15
Tickets: £2.50-£5.50
It's panto time again. Polish your
tea pot and take wee brother/sister along to see Widow Twankey.

C

EXHIBS
.
C A L T 0 N NATIONAL
G A L L E R y GALLERY
The Mound
5568921
NETHERLANDS
DRAWINGS
AND PRINTS
Till 24 Dec; Free; and
CHRISTMAS STORY: DISPLAY
OF NATIVITY SCENES
TIii 5 Jan; Free

MALCOLM

R O Y A L I N N
E S
SCOTTISH GALLERY
MUSEUM 67 George St.

2264151
NINTH
CONTEMPORARY
ARTISTS EXHIBITIONS
Till 10 Dec
Exhibition of works by 20 Scottish Artists.
·

DOMINION

F. I L M
·z·

C>DEON ·
A standard £1.50 student concessir
from Sunday to Thursday. Howev!l'.
cost you £2.60. Cinemas 2 and 3 a

DOMINI
Students pay £1.20 for all perfor
The only exception is the late eve
· only non-smoking part of the build
shut on Sundays.

FILMHO

Matinees (Tuesday-Friday) cost t
(Sunday-Friday) cost £1 .20. Thes
minutes before performance sta
late evening films but you can ht
smoking in both cinemas.

FILMSC>C

Members get in free to all perfor
can be purchase<j in advance at r
week and from the Postgrad St
Place, at the weekend.

BEDLAIVI

All tickets for lunchtime productionc
your consumption.

TRAVER

Exclusive offer this year for menis
which allows many benefits. These!
Sunday performance; £2 for a studs!
before performance; free entry to
theatre clubs in Britain.

LVCEUIVI
They offer a plastic card costing
two tickets at concessionary
performance). Check at box office Ii

I

ESCA

ESCA have changed premises to 1
contrary to this year's Student Dia
time during office hours to meet ·
or alternatively phone her.

SNO

Students are welcomed in any atti
Usher Hall. Tickets cost £2 and arlr
Friday evening.

N.B. ALWAYS CARRY YOUR1·
WOMEN'S
BEGINNING
Enrolment forms r
offices (under t
Union shops.

CHRISTMAS INFOg4

SOC

NATIONAL
LIBRARY

R O Y A L
ACADEMY

For the October-December terrrec
cinema pass system . Ask for the let
visits you pay the standard £2,JO j
Aft~r th!s the c?rd is taken from Youi
entire cinema 1s now non-smoking.

UNIONS
·
Student Centre: 13-20 Dec-opentill 5pm
20 Dec- closes till 6 Jan
Teviot Row : closes completely 20 Dec till 6
Jan.
'

Everything you ever wanted to know aboutC~
ged full of turkey to ask. Or, how to avoid ,ta~
snow when there are no buses anyway. Th~t
Edinburgh Way. Edinburgh isn't Philadelp~,a
usual, especially with our wierd bank hohday

Chambers St. and Pleasance: both close
completely 13 Dec, till 6 Jan. All the Union
shops will be closed when the buildings

_:be.:l::o:_:re:..:h:_:•::.:n:.d·~ - - - - - - - : : - - : ; : - - ; : .

~

·

Staff need holidays too, especially after the
long opening hours and Sunday opening
before Christmas. Most of the big shops
will be following safeway, Savacentre and
Marks and Spencers by closing on 25, 26
Dec and 1, 2 Jan. Local shops may open for
restricted hours so check up. Most of the
big Off licence Chains such as Peter Oopminic will be shut th~n too, so stock up well
-do you need to be 101d 1- on Christmas
E~eand Hogmanay. ,

PUBS

,

the friendly, local licensing Police tell me
there are no special restrictions this year so
it's really upto each pub. If they are open at
special times, they'll make sure you know
about it so watch out for posters. Be
wamed,though, a lot of pubs will shut quite
early on Hogmanay, so again check before
you make arrangements. The ones that are
open on Hogmanay will be the ones with
large queues outside. The times below
give a p-retty good guide to the norm.
The Bristo: 24,31 Dec-open till 10 pm

25, 26 Dec 1, 2 Jan- closed
The Pear Tree: 24,31 Dec-opentill 10.30
25 Dec, 1 Jan - closed

BANKS
Chriustmas and New Year's Day are
national holidays, but just to confuse you

tiJ

further Boxing Day and 2 Jan are Bank
Holidays in Scotland, 50 remember that
there could be delays in clearing cheques
from England and the Cash Dispensers
may run out just when you need them
most.
~:~!bination of paper hats and Paul
Daniels drive you out the house,. the
cinemas will be open for most of the t,me.
Filmhouse: closed 25 Dec, 1, 2jan

Odeon : closed 25, 26 Dec, 1 Jan
Dominion : closed 24, 25, 26 Deel 1 Jan

BUSES

,

Nothing worse than waiting for the No. 11
bus when it ain 't due for two days. Broadly
speaking, LAT services will be most
severely restricted on 25, 26 Dec and 1, 2
Jan, although usually the night buses n,1n
late into New Year's morning . All the
details will be published in the Edinburgh
Advertiser on the 13 Dec. Handy numbers

could be: LRTOJl-5544494; Citylink/East·
ern Scottish 031 ·5568464.
TRAINS
.
They're getting there, but will you? Put:~
this way, if you fancy an awayday to So
ih ull on Christmas Day to excape from
the family, you could be disappointed.
Because New Year and University Term
Times don't agree this year, you could b~
hard pushed to get back to Edinburg
th9
before the weekend of the 3rd. All

I C UNIVENTS

THUR5DECSAT
7 .;::_--==--=
DEC THURS DEC SAT 7
_______

operates a student
at the cash desk. For six
get the card stamped.
ouget£5in return. The

LIVEAID
Jailhouse
Benefit gig with
Iron Fist and Merlyn,
despite the sentiment hardly
Wembly !
LIZA SCOTT
Preservation Hall
(Victoria Street)
Free.

F R I 6 DEC
in Cinemas 1, 2 and 3.
ws in Cinema 3-the
ncidentally, this place is

early, evening shows
are'only available 30
o.cncessions given for
tllese in advance. Non-

es. Guest tickets (£1.25)
ynion Shop during the
• Union, 24 Buccleuch

THE STYLE COUNCIL
Playhouse
Must be frustrating that the Cappuccino Kid still pulls an audience whose average age is ten
and insist Mod still lives - pity.
7.30 pm : £6.50, £5.50
BUDDY TATE AND AL GREY
Queen's Hall
(Cler~ Street)
Ex-Basie sax/trombone team
making their Scottish debut tour.
10 pm : £4.50-£2.50
BLUE FINGER
Pres1rvation Hall
Free. .
1
,/:HRIS THOMPSON BAND
Jail house
Free

ludesoup and bread for

hip: f_il for four years,
lude a:free ticket to any
tandby ticket 10 minutes
rse Bar and many other

SNO
Usher Hall
Neeme Jarvi conducts
.Tchaikovsky's beautiful Romeo
and Juliet, also Bizet and
Rachmaninov The Bells.
7.30 pm: £B.30-£2.BO

SAT

I

ich allows you to claim
, (£1 off cost of any
etails.
uthrie.Street (225 4061)
pinto.the offices at any
, the full-time secretary,

all SNO concerts at the
ailable from 7 pm each

, rRICULATION CARD

DE FEN CE

7

DEC

KANGAROO CLUB
The Place
Victoria Street
Great dance music!
10 pm-3 am : £1 :50
HOOCH IE COOCHIE CLUB
(WestTollcross)
A reminder to all t hat there is life
at the Hooch on Saturday nights!
10 pm-3.30 am: £2.50
CHAMBER
SCOTTISH
ORCHESTRA
Queen's Hall
Sarah Leonard is soloist in Knussen 's Sllcond Symphony.
Programme includes Mozart's
Piano Concerto's No. 15 in B flat
major and No·. 21 in C major.
Oliver Knussen conducts.
7.45 pm: £B (cone. £2)

HRISTMAS INFO.
-an :~at
nd

Hogmanay, but were too pigbus stops in the driving
u•to Chrimbo Survival the
llauR'Nt:anything will be open as
'IO...'Ml9,ever possible check up
:

't

Service, however, will be shut fr~ m 23 De
till 3 Jan though the Dental Hospital in
Chambers St will be running its normal
emergency service. Due to the closure o
the Pleasance, Nightline will be forced to
close from the 13 Dec till 6 Jan,
LIBRARIES

Although most of you (including me) won'
want to see a book over Christmas, som
of us will have late essays or January final
so ... , Most of the libraries round the Uni
·varsity will follow this pattern, but no
many of the class libraries will be'open.
Main library, George Square
9-5 Mon to Fri, closed Sat.
Closed 'completely between 23 Dec and
t!:ubra~
Closed bety,een 24 Dec and 3 Jan
Erskine Metiical Library
Closed between 24 Dec and 3 Jan
9-5 elsewhere.
Central Libr\ary, George IV Bridge
Closed 25, 26 Dec, 1, 2 Jan.
Closed at 5
on 24 Dec and 31 Dec.

pm

TREES, CAROl SINGING AND CHARITIES

extra tr"ains from Scot·

Edinburgh Students Charities Appeal are
going Carol Singing on the 6 and 7 Dec
from Teviot Row from 7 .30 pm and 8 Dec
Teviot· at 2.30 pm. There's going to be a
special re· run of the Torchlight Procession
on 12 Dec. Bet at Waverley Market from 5
pm onwards where you can buy torches till
5.40 pm when the procession moves off.
And remember you can buy Chrim bo
Trees from ESCA at 13/17 Guthrie Stand· they're even offering a delivery service.
Remember, all proce$d s go to Guthries so
that other can hav~e-as good a Christmas as
you will.

BLUE OYSTER CULT
Playhouse
7.30 pm : £5.50
GOOMBAY BEAT
The Barbados Suite
(West Tollcross)
Friday and Saturday
Reggae and Soul
Sundays Fiesta Troppicana
9.30 pm-3am
Late bar, open to all.
'THE GOVERNMENT
Preservation Hall
Free

NAPLAM STARS
Jail house
Rough and ready as they come .
Rebel Forces was a classic example of amateur garage music!
Free

PSYCHOLOGY SOCIETY
CHRISTMAS PARTY
41 Forrest Road
8pm onwards
Fancy Dress. All welcome.
SOCIALIST WORK STUDENT
SOCIETY
Room 3.10, David Hume Tower
1 pm
Public meeting. 'Racism and how
to fight it' - Steve McTaggart.

8 DEC

CURiOSITY KILLED THE CAT
Hoochie Coochie Club
Just signed to Phonogram this is
a a promising "contemporary "
London band with an appearance on the alternative TOTP
under their belts. impressive??
10 pm: £2 .50

TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall
Free
SANITY CLAUSE
Jailhouse
i'm still wondering where they
get those names?
Free

MON

9 DEC

GO FERRIT
Preservation Hall
Free
BLUES ' N TROUBLE
Jail house
Free
FAT SAM 'S BAND
Preservation Hall
Free
BLOCK BROTHERS
Jail house
Free

WED11DEC
DEAD ON ARRIVAL
Jail house
Puts their music in a nutshell I
Free
CHARLIE McNAIRS JAZ.Z BAND
Preservation Hall
Free

I
STOP PRESS :
Why not join the\ fu1J at the Art
College for their Christmas Revel
t'arty, a mere £2.50 with a hos~ of
bands including The Screaming
Nobodies.
The Pogues play the Playhouse
on ' the 16th December - an
experience!
Echo and the Bunneymen play
two dates at Barrowlands in
Glasgow,
21st
and
22nd
December, an ideal stocking filler!
PS
Happy
Christmas
.everyone!!!!!!!!!!

SUN

8

DEC

UNIVERSITY ANNUAL FESTIVAL
OF LESSONS AND CAROLS
Greyfriars Tolbooth and Highland Kirk
DISCO TIL MIDNITHT
7pm
Chambers Street
Lessons will be read by members
8pm
of the University and music will
Happy Hour B-9 pm
.be orovided bv the University
Savoy Opera Group, the Church
EU MUSICAL SOCIETY - MESCXhoir and Congregational SingSIAH FROM SCRATCH
ing.
McEwan Hall
ESCA CAROL SINGING
7pm
Musical fun for everyone. Bring a Teviot Row
score if you have one. Program- • 2.30 pm onwards.
mes at the door.

.M ON

1

SUN

DEC

ESCA CAROL SINGING
Teviot Row
7.30 pm onwards
LATE NIGHT DOUBLE FEATURE
Chambers Street
Bpm-l am
Super Trog Dsico plus
West Side Blues Band

KB LUNCHTIME i "ALK
Sixth Level Common Room,
JCMB
1.10pm
'Alpine Peaks On skis'· - Dr
-Sheila
Cormack,
Dept
of
Mathematics
CHRISTMAS SCAG LUNCH
Middle Reading Room, Teviot
Row
1 pm
Come to the first Christmas lunch
of the season and eat your fill of
festive tit bits for only 50p
EU FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
Cheviot Rooms, The Pleasance
7pm
Videos. All welcome .

9

DEC

ROCK DISCO
Chambers Street
9 pm-12.30 am

TUES 10 DEC
EU FOLK SOC
The Crown Folk Club, 48a The
Pleasance.
7.30pm
Sea Snanties session.
EU LABOUR CLUB
Seminar room 2, Chaplaincy
Centre
5.15 pm for 5.30 pm
This week a joint meeting with
The Friends of Palestine Soci.ety.
HAPPY HOUR
Chambers Street
8-9pm

DEcWED11DEC

6 ,--___
.:..F--'R:.;:._..,1___

FRIENDS OF THE PLAYGROUP
- MINCE PIE PARTY
Southsider
7.30 pm
For helpers, friends and parents
THE DANCE
END OF TERM CEILIDH
Teviot Row
Teviot Row
Bpm-2am
Ticket £1.50
Light relief before exam week- Live music from hopscotch
2 discos, 2 bars, mega light show. SKI CLUB LUNCH
Happy Hour B-9 pm.
The Pleasance
1pm
POTTERROW
BHAI SOCIETY
Bpm-1 am
Room 10, Adam Ferguson Buildlive band plus disco. Happy Hour
ing
8.30-9.30 pm featuring Hirendo
1pm
Revolver.
Wholefood lunch - 50p
GREEN BANANA CLUB
ENCOUNTERS
Potterrow
Adam House
8pm-2am
8.30 pm
An ·evening of Scottish, German Special Festive Edition. happy
and Swiss folk song and music Hour 8.30-/9.30 porn
with High Ground and the EU Fancy Dress with prizes
German Singers. Tickets £2.50 MIDWEEK SERVICE
(cone. £1.50) includes mone Chaplcincy Centre
1.10pm
drink: beer/wine.
'The Voice ofhope' - The Very
Rev. William Johnson, Colinton
ESCA CAROL SINGING
Church
TeviotRow
7.30 pm onwards
MEDICINt SHOW
Chambers Street
B pm-12.45 am

EU GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY THE BREAK OUT CHRISTMAS
PARTY
KB Union
8pm-1 am
Food, Drink Disco, Games. Tickets £2.50, from committee
members.
ROCKING THE BOTHA RAISING DISCO

FUND

!!pm

EU Anti-Apartheid. Tickets £1.

NORTHERN
AMERICAN
STUDIES OF MINAR
.Room 107, William Robertson
Building
-4pm
•
'The Short Stories of Alistair
Mcleod - Colin Nicholson
Dept of English Literature/'
t

END OF TERM
THUR 12 DEC

PAUPERS BALL
Chambers St
Late License till 2 am
The Boock Brothers, His Latest
Flame, a hypnotist plus Super
Trog Disco. £1.75

FR I

13

DEC

GET STUFFED!
Teviot Row
Late Licence till 2 am (maybe 31)
Featuring
Strangers
and
.Brothers and the jolly good
Merry Mac Funshow.AII for 90p
FRIDAY NIGHT
EXTRAVAGANZA
Potterrow
2 am Licence
·s ecial band .'
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Time-Warp again

-

BACK TO THE FUTURE
Dir: Robert Zemedc\is
ABC

This new entry from the Steven
Spielberg label should nestle comfortably into the No. 1 position for
Christmas. Whether you like him
or not, Michael J. Fox is someone
you're probably going to have to
accept. At present, he's rampaging across America in Teenwolf,
but throughout most of 1985 over
there he's been the time-traveller,
Marty McFly, in the new Spielberg/Zemeckis picture, Back to
the Future. Already an established American chart-topper, it
far outgrossed Rambo, taking a
cool $150 million in just 80 days .
With
everything
Spielberg
touches turning to gold, the future
for this particular brand looks
mighty prosperous.
So, does Back to the Future
deserve such a eulogistic response
from us British? 'Frankly no. It
seems a pity that the continued
renaissance of the British film
industry heralded by the huge success of the 29th London Film Festival should be so drowned in the
quagmire of hype and marketing
of this one film that represents yet
another invasion of American
popular culture. Does any one
film ever merit attention on such
ludicrous proportions? It's the
blind, diehard loyalty to one film~
maker' one type of film that is so
regrettable. With the continuing
Spielberg legacy of cJiildhood fantasy , it's become m.ore applause
for the film-maker than applause
for the film .
Watching Back to the Fµture ,
you d.o tend to feel that you've
been through this movie before;
breezy, skate-boarding teel)ager,
high school c;hick an~he middleclass American life that has
swamped our screens for.months.
Enter IJ!<idcap professor, Dr
Brown (Christopher Lloyd) plus
time-machine and all the old questions of changing the course of history emerge plus plentiful anachronisms as the time-traveller

,Cauldron, which
opens on December 13, was five
years in the making, 2,519,000
drawings, 576,000 animators,
15,000 pencils were just a few of
those objects and people used or
worn out in its production. John
Hurt , Nigel Hawthorne and Susan
Sheridan were among those paid
vast wages for figuring on the
soundtrack. Students, aghast at
this massive expenditure, and
shocked at the work involved, will
ask "was it worth it?".

realises what a misfit he is;. no
diet-pepsi , no rock and roll and no
skateboards, though he still manages to improvise, in 1955 - only
the new Ronald Reagan film with
Barbara Stanwyck.
The ideas thrown up by Back to
the Future have already been
covered in the Wellsian Time
After Time and to a lesser extent ,
Dead Zone. The incidence here,
however is different; Marty
McFly returns to 1955 with the
help of _a nuclear-powered De
Lorean, kitted out with 'flux
capacitor' et al by Dr Brown, and
meets his parents in their high
school teens . All not so hilarious
for him when his mother gets·the
h_ots for him and he has to divert

,
l.Jntil Set7 6.16 and 8.30

First, you must recognise, as I
did , that this film makes a radical
·departure from the traditional
approach to the world of animation . It caters (or tries to) not only
for youthful tastes with its perennial "girl meets boy" and "good
fights evil" themes, but also for
spiritualists with its new "death
fights life" aspect, as skeletal warriors rise back into life in the manl)er of that great literary artefact,
Frankenstein, while the martyr
for the good cause is raised from
death like Lazarus (a Bible per-.
son). On a yet deeper level, CND
and the Green Paprty will be
pleased to see evidence in the film
of its support for the worldwide
ber cravings to the shy, awkward peace movement. The hero ,
symbolically
rejects
George McFly , his father, in· Taran,
order to secure his own existence "War" (in the shape of a sword) in
back in '85. Throw in the wildly
enthusiastic Dr Brown, who's just
started working on "the machine
that Marty's turned up in and who
now has to send him back to the
future lightning charged, the
token college bully and a whole
lot more ending in Marty's rendition of 'Johnnie B Goode' in front
of a quizzical , pre-rock and roll
audience at the dance where the
parents finally make out.
Back to the Future.is the ideal
Christmas treat and will be
treated so. Michael J. Fox has
already been on Wogan, Spielberg's been chattihg with Barry
Norman , and the fil m was premiered fittingly on Tuesday in
front of Their Royal Highnesses,
Charles and Di, who recently
received box office hit attention in
America. It's . big, new and out
·now. All it wants is your money.
Anthony Harwood

,SUBWAY 1151
Christopher (GRE~OKE) Lambert cavo!15 in a different kind of jungle- designer-chic Pari 1
~9:0. lsabelle Adiana has wonderful earnngs, and the whole is stylish, flesh and hugely enjoy·

'fav9ur of "Friendship" (in the values, the rejection of feminism,
·Shape of the martyred Gurgi). But the rejection of weaponry , and
through its espousal of political the stress on the spirit world . Thus
causes, The Black Cauldron has the attempt to cater for a wider
merely furthered the cause of ·audience will almost· certainly
political bias, for the sake of entail its failure at the box office.
increasing its takings at the box Let all aspiring producers take
office. Thus politics have been note.
prostituted.
Helen Bell

.

.
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Until Son 8 6.00 and 8. 16

A LOVE IN GERMANY 1151
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Not only in this area are politics
forced upon an .unwilling audience. Feininism, too, takes a painful blow in the ribs. Feminist
h'opes are raised as the princess
Eilonwy, seems to emerge as a lib'.
erated woman who will spenci
more of her time saving her love
Taran, from evil.than being saved
by him. But these, hopes are
dashed as the princess takes an
increasingly passive role and is
made more and more dependent:
on the inept'hero. To reinforce
the point, another episode in the
film serves to emphasise the pro·ducer's animosity towards the
feminist cause. A great scene.of
liberation as the male is trapped in
the cleavage of a militant female
witch (a sight to gladden the
hearts of feminists) is reversed as
that same witch screeches out
later, "I adore forceful men" as
the male reasserts his superiority.
A let-down indeed.
Not all is bad in this political
emphasis. The final match between the princess and pig-boy
shows an increased sense of social
equality, while the use of an
oracular pig shows an acceptance
of the liability of animals of
psychic experience.
So, The Black Cauldron marks
an attempt by the producer, John
Hale, to draw together reality and
fantasy. Let me emphasise now
that t):tis is a film for Tory CND
spiritualists. No one else will be
able to stomach the call for old

1~~:.!i~f~~!~:r:~:~~!1~·=~;
.~~~~"'ffmes~=~";:
ordinary
of Germany
the fou~ation for and supported the NazPregime's
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LONDON RlM FESTIVAL ON TOUR

'

.

8

Sun 8 3.00 and 8.00 Cinema 1

PLENTY1151
Me,vl Streep, Chartes Dence and John Gielgud star.
Mon9 6.46and 8.45Clnema 1

BIUTISH ANIMA110N IPGI

!::: ~e::r:::~=~~t~uding wOft for titles, commercials, and from colleges
Tue10 6.45and8.4 5 ~ 2

ALMOST YOU \151

~~~~~~r spices this new American romantic comedy. Starring Brooke Adams and

-·

FromMon9toSat14 6.00and8.30

COP AU VIN 1151

i!:,~,! =tar:;:r:'<ffunny portrait of small-town malice and skulduggery. Jean Poiret and

BAR&

.

Open co die public daily from 12noon untll 11pm StellaAnois, Cade
Eden Real Ale, Wine, Pemer and~ varied and awaaift menu.

During
our
lamentable
,.absen~, you'll have to satisfy
your msatiable cravings for
'What's On' with this brief resume
· of films coming soon. At the
Odeon starting now is The Bride
w_ith Sti?g doing the Pygmalion
bit on his new creation (Jennifer
Beals) in introducing her to society life. More interestfog and
amusing is the other half of the
film which has Frankenstein
accompanied by a . midget in
search ·of the Budapest Circus.
Following fast on the heels of
Peter Pan is the new Walt Disney
xtravaganza The Black Cauldron
d following that , Ridley Scott's
l:egend . At th_e Filnihouse; trom

December 16, is the film adaptation of Neil Dunn's award-winning play Steaming, with Vanessa
Redgrave and Sarah Miles in the
hothouse letting off verbal and
physical steam. From December
9th there is the promising Cop Au
Vin, Claude Chabrol's best work
since the days of Wedding in
Blood and Nada, with a gleeful
sneer ,at the hypocritical French
bourgeoisie, local post-boy turns
against corrupt big-wigs in this
portrait of a smalltown conspiracy. Early in the New Year is
Colonel Redl , the tale of the head
?f ".',ustro-Hungarian military
mtelligence, who betrays his
country to support his homosex-

-ual promiscuity, which was
inspired by John Osborne's play A
Patriot For Me. Istran Szabo's
film vividly expands the entire
career of Alfred Red! from promising student in military college to
his mysterious suicide in 1913.
At'theA}JC, Bat:k to the Future
probably still b.e running next
Christmas, and from December
27th is Weird Science; Kelly Le
Brock(WomaninRed)createdon
home computer by two distinctly
unlikeable nerds whose vulgarity
and misapplied jokes slightly
swamp the potential liveliness of
th e st0 ry.
Anthony Harwood
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Dancing on
The Cat

foINBURGH UNIV. ·
.cffAMBER ORCHESTRA
Queen's Hall
The EU Chamber Orchestra
which was formed in 1983 offers
its players two challenges: the discipline of playing in a smaller
group and the opportunity of
tackling various specially commissioned pieces. Last Thursday's
concert in th·e Queen's Hall saw
two world premieres of works
composed by undergraduates jn
the Music Faculty.
·
The first was Christopher
James's Concerto for Oboe,
Clarinet and Chamber Orche st ra
written fo r the soloi st s James
Eastvey (oboe) and A ndrew
Maud (clarinet) .
The opening two movements
were intended to show the solo
instruments in contrast. The
intensity of musical interest
increased in the last two movements, particularly the fourth
which made dramatic use of a larg
percussion section, including a
piano. Close communication between conductor, soloists and
orchestra made complete musical
sense of this remarkable piece. •
. The second commission , Philip
Cartwright's 'Horizons', was disappointing when we consider his
reputation as a composer. It most
closely resembled the theme
music to a western, except for the
bits that sounded like Star Wars.
Moreover, being scored solely for
strings deprived us of any tonal
variety which might have made it
more satisfying to listen to.
The rest of the programme consisted of two conventional pieces,

EDINBURGH UNIV.
SINGERS
Reid Hall
If you've had a hard day's work
in the Potterrow, or an hour's
travail in the library , this was the
perfect concert to relax with.
Relax, that is , if you can ignore
the discomfort of the seating in St
Giles. However, who could fail to
transcend the unimportance of
the physical when confronted by
the divine dynamics of the University Singers?
The first piece, "Liebe Gott In
Seinen Reichen" , from Bach's
CantataNo.11, was fun-filled and
dramatic (the Ascension of Christ
being indeed a fun-filled and
dramatic event worthy of celebration). Wendy Colquhoun gave a
traditional yet professional rendition of the alto aria. The work is
encircled
by
two
rousing
choruses, although perhaps the
turnout
of
disappointing
appreciative regulars muted the

e~n,1,1r!J.

This week the Bedlam sees an
Mendelssohn's Hebrides Over- interesting alternative to the norture and Haydn's Surprise Sym- mal programme in the form of The
phony. In the overture the chang- Catalyst T~eatre Company.
ing moods were well realised and
Directed by Lindsay John the
there was some particularly sensi- company was formed just before
tive playing from the flute and the the Fringe this year, bringing
clarinet. The conductor was Chris together the local talent of perforBell and his overall interpretation mers, dancers , musicians and
was clearly influenced by his seep- designers to create what they term
tical view of what the piece actu- a 'visual language'. This is
· ally represents.
achieved by the use of colour and
The biggest surprise in the movement to build a series of
Hayden was the wrong note from potent images "interpretable on
the horns in the fourth movement. many different levels".
Despite some nice passages, there
The production consists of
were a few stumbles from the 'three shows, the first of which
strings and Robert Marshall chose Chrome Zone, lasting about 45
to interpret the waltz of the third minutes, was composed originally
movement with the gusto neces- for the Art on the Dole exhibition
sary for Strauss but rather ii:iap- and subsequently had a highly
propriate for Haydn.
successful season on this year's
The orchestra revealed a great Fringe. Its pure vitality of movedeal of potential which for some ment complemented by fantastireason on Thursday came over as cal optics from the ultra-violet
being repressed.
light and fluorescent body paint,
Their next concert is on 26th led the Festival Times to describe
February 1986 in the Queen's Hall it as "a feast to the visionary appein association with the French tite". The music is especially comInstitute and promises to be a posed by Derek McVay.
well-organised and exciting evenMcVay is also involved in the
ing.
Sarah Bainbridge next piece, Naked Light , lasting
about 20 minutes and produced by
the Naked Film Foundation.
electric atmosphere which might Again a form of visual communihave been.
cation it consists of film and slides
Nevertheless, those of us who made by the Foundation, set to
were there enjoyed the perfor- recorded and live music drawing
mance fully, the next work being on the ideas of local photothe fifth ·Brandenburg with graphers, musicians and other
Andrew Patton (violin) and Chris- film-makers.
tine Garrat (flute) showing skill
The final piece is another
and sensitivity.
Posi-interval, also by Bach, was
a motet, "Jesu, Meine Freude" , BAZAAR & RUMMAGE
unique as his longest and only
15 Minute Hamlet
motet based on a chorale melody.
The variety held attention to its Adam House Theatre
27-28 Nov.
·limits.
Last was "The King Shall
This term, the Alternative
Rejoice" (Handel); exhilarating, Entertainments Company profin five sections, giving a suitable fered a double bill of entertainend to a good concert.
ment
cons1stmg
of
Sue
Townsend's Bazaar and RumIt is nice to see some new talent mage and Tom Stoppard's 15
-in the oldest established small Minute Hamlet.
choir of the University. Their next
The first of these, written in
performance is "Music for Advent that inimitably witty style, . conand Christmas" (1.10 pm, 6th cerned' a Self-Help group of
December, National Portrait Gal- agarophobics whose first venture
lery).
into the outside world in years is
Stella Blue to run a jumble sale. The characters - three agoraphobics, their
leader, a t.rainee social worker
and a paranoid policewoman,
were convincingly portrayed;

·r he art of McLean
JOHN McLEAN
~bot Rice; until 20 Dec
John McLean, Artist in Residence at the . University, has
received a prominent reputation
throughout Britain, Europe and
Canada. This exhibition of his
recent. works is very expansive,
explormg the ' ambiguities o(
space, colour and f<µm. The raw
acrylic marks are made on a
lightly primed canvas, with,
brushes and rollers. The paint is
applied in washes and textured
strokes, which thro'ugh colour and'

consistency creates planes. These

WW

plans lean into the canvas, or float
ambiguously off the canvas. Careful attention is paid to the placing
of those masks, their spatial orientation, overlapping and textures.
Each plane complementing of
contradicting its neighbour in
saturated or vibrant colour. For

example, in Canola, Duke Lake;
and Indian town in North Saskatchewan, · and Pitcundrum, a
hamlet in Angus, the home town
of McLean.
The colours and the spatial
dimensions of this exhibition
create a visually rhythmic abstraction.
During the course of the exhibition we can see John McLean
using this imagery around the canvas, as it is an open studio, for
everybody to see and experience
his art - be there!
Sophie Dowse

Dance, Vision and Sound.
experimental dance, show, performed by Julia Clarke, a former
member of the Axis Dance Company and the Michael Clarke
Workshop. The title, 'Tib's Eve',
is allegedly a synonym for eternity
and the 10-minute dance symbolises a journey through life. It

was composed for a dance competition, and is strongly influenced by a Japanese dance style
called Buto, in which slow and
measured movements are performed by a dancer, painted
white.
Margaret Ramsey

each revealing the cause of his/her altogether a more risky venture
paranoia in particularly moving which had varying degrees of sucscenes. By admitting , to these cess on the two nights. On Wedcauses, the characters gradually nesday, it flowed along, carrying
realise that they can face the the audience all the way, while
world, by teaming up and offering on Thursday it tottered, on occaeach other support, not only when ·sion along the edge of being
asked for. Lasting just over one embarrassingly bad. Highlights
hour, the play was highly amus- on both nights included the poring, and the AEC succeeded in trayal of Polonius/Claudius, and
maintaining a high level of Ophelia's split-second death
humour while simultaneously scenes. The rest 'llf the action,
being conscious of the underlying however, did not quite live up to
tragedy of the womens situation. its potential, as shown on WedThe second part of the double nesday.
bill, The 15 Minute Hamlet was
Carol West

MANTIS
DANCE COMPANY

CAMBRIDGE STREET, EDINBURGH
Thursday 5, Friday 6, Saturday 7
December at 8 pm
Tickets £3.50/£2.50 concessions
including TheatreSaver card, one concession
only per ticket.
Box Office Telephone 031-229 9697
Subsidised by the Scoltish Arts Council

.

What kind of future for
Th G ernment's Green Paper titled The Development of Higher Education into the 1990's caused widespread concern throughout educational institutions.
Th a~m:;x ressed are considered" by many universities to attack the fundamental philosophy of a broad-based curriculum.
;he Feat.fr.es Team investigates the main point~ ofthe_~reen Pa~er and asses~s the Gover~me?t's reasons for favouring science subjects above the arts a~d
't' Wealsolookatthe Jarrat Report which specifically focuses on Edmburgh Umvers1ty. We report on EUSA's 'response to the rec~mmendations
h umam ies.
fal
. f d'
t th' U .
·t
made to student unions in the Green Paper, and also the success o
ternative un mg a
1s mvers1 y.

The Green Paper
The Government's Green Paper (a discussion document inviting
comments from intertsted parties) is titled The Development of Higher
Education into the 1990s and was published in May. Submissions to it
are to be made by the end of January. A White Paper is expected later
next year.
The main points of the Green Paper are as follows:
•
e Higher Education (HE) should contribute more effectively to the
improvement of the performance of the economy , through
"generating the qualified manpower the country needs".
e More students should be encouraged to study science and
technology in HE py improving the quality and amount of science
and maths in schools.
• HE should foster an "entrepreneurial spirit" and be aware of "antibusiness snobbery". It should develop closer links with industry and
commerce, especially on a local level.
• More private finance for HE should be sought, to give institutions
"greater financial independence".
"Although reliance on public funds is to a great extent
unavoidable , the Government wishes to see it reduced. "
• All institutions have a responsibility to protect freedom of speech
within the law.
• As a result of the expected decline in student numbers in the 1990s,
"it is not improbable that some institutions will need to be closed or
merged".

The Conservative Party
Maintain their twin ambitions for higher education be in "saving
money and raising standards". As the number of 18 and 19 year olds
in the population is expected to fall by 33% between 1984 and 1996,
they propose ''to cut stµdent places by half that amount". There will
be ''a continuing squeeze on university funds by 2% a year" to make
entry standards creep upwards. Although now rejecting student
loans, they call "for more science graduates to provide a driving
force for the new industrial revolution" so higher education is

brought ''more closely into tune with the vocational needs of the
nation."
Subject balance
•

A distinct emphasis on technological and directly vocational courses
at all levels should be maintained .
• Industry continues to be handicapped by the inadequate supply of
quality graduates in electronic engineering and computer science.
• The Government is convinced of the importance of adequate
provision for arts courses, but this "should to some extent be
concentrated in the interests of cost-effectiveness" and for the most
part be within the university sector.

Access
• The provision of "continuing education" should be one of the
principal parts of HE's work . HE should be available for others as
well as immediate school leavers . However , this would not
necessarily be supported by public funds .

Education throughout life

e

The " Robbins Principle", that courses in HE should be available'
"for all those who are qualified by ability and attainment to pursue
them and who wish to do so" , should be reformulated so that access
to HE should be "for all those who can benefit from it a nd wish to do
so". This is because " the benefit has to be sufficient to justify the
cost" .

Research
• There should be closer working with industry , including more
private funding and better management research.
• There should be a concentration of research activity, for both
quality and economy. This means there should be greater
selectivity, which may mean that "some departments and even
whole universities wi ll lose research funding from the UGC"
(University Grants Committee).

Academic standards

e

There is the possibility of greater flexibility in the duration and
structure of degree courses . A two-year Honours degree experiment
is to be made.
• HE systems for the monitoring and controlling of academic quality
should be "explicit and open".

sion to drop plans for partial student loans has prevented sweeping changes in student grants.
However , Sir Keith Joseph ,
Secretary of State for Education
and Science said last week that he
Management
remains personally committed t
• University management machinery should be examined for loans and that the gove rnmen
effectiveness.
had decided not to pursue the ide
• Academic tenure should be limited so as to be more fl exible to " for the time being" .
change: "tenure can hinder adaption to change".
Universities should have the power "to terminate academic
appointments on grounds of redundancy or financial exigency" .

Student Unions

e

Many SUs "give grounds for concern because their policies are
determined and implemented by a minute proportion of the union
membership".
• There is a "worrying growth" in the number of SU sabbaticals .
, Freedom of speech is lacking in some unions: "the taxpayers' money
should not be used to fund unions that refuse a platform to speakers
whose views are objectionable to some students although others wish to
invite them".
• Consultations are to be made to see how SU policies and actions
"might be made properly representative of their membership". The
automatic membership of students in SUs may not be still justified.
• There is the possibility of limiting public funding of SUs to
expenditure "on a permitted range of welfare, social and sports
activities" .

Finance

e

There has been a reduction in real terms of public expenditure on
HE over recent years despite a substantial rise in overall student
numbers.
e The Government's expenditure Plans 1985/86 to 1986/87 require
"continuing gains in efficiency across HE if standards are to be
maintained , entailing rationalisation of provision and selectivity in
the application of the resources available".
• Student:staff ratios a re likely to be further tightened.
e Government provision for the Universities "will be determined in
the light of its assessment of what the country can afford in all the
circumstances of the time and taking account of all other claims on
resources" .

Alastair Dalton

defending our rights
EUSA's response to the Green
Paper on Further Education
rejects the claims made by the
government concerning student
unions. Answering the claim that
student unions "have not always
been representative of the student
body" , EUSA contends it operates "on the strictest principles of
democracy which exceed the level
of democracy required of ·most
other publicly funded institutions".
Student involvement , EUSA
says, is in evidence in all areas of
university life - the Association ,
the SRC, the Finance Committee ,
Staff/Student Liaison Committee
and Faculty Council provide several hundred places for students
who wish to become involved in
EUSA at all levels , from the management of EUSA 's budget to the
day-to-day running . of union
houses.
Election arrangements allow

for maximum student involvement - widespread publicity in
the run-up to and during the elec·tions , hustings to publicise candidates , numerous polling stations
throughout the university.Although EUSA admits the turnout
for elections amounts to only onethird of students, it maintains that
this does not invalidate the democratic principles governing elections. All representatives are
accountable to their own council
or committee _and ultimately to
general meetings:
"The general meeting is the
supreme decision-making body of
EUSA to which the entire Association is accountable."
The suggestion in the Green
Paper that some students are
denied the right of free speech is
emphatically denied by EUSA:
"No ~tudent at Edinburgh University is refused a platform to
speak or stand for election at any

Threat of
student loans
remains
Last summer's Cabine t deci-

time or under any circumstances." accountant to provide financial
As well as the general meet- advice. With these measures in
ings , the presence of Midweek, operation, EUSA suggests there
the Association's news weekly , is no basis, relating to the Associaand the editoria lly a utonomous tion, for the Green Paper's claim
Student, also provide forums that union funds may be ab usedwhere students may voice their or for the suggestion that these
views and criticisms of the Associ- funds should be limited as a conation.
sequence.
In addition to accountability to . Finally, in response to the constudents, EUSA highlights exter- cern expressed in the Green Paper
nal accountability to the Univer- for the growing number of student
sity authority , concerning budget sabbaticals , EUSA responds that
expenditure. Each year auruted sabbatical office-bearers "are
accounts and the forthcoming both necessary and demanding if
year's budget must be presented student unions are to be efficient
to the University Court. The Uni- and professional ". Equally, the
versity also lays down guidelines growth in number from one, the
as to the areas which EUSA's President , to currently five sabbudget must be put, as well as hav- baticals , reflects the "sophistiing representatives on the Associ- cated development of student
ation's Finance Committee a nd unionism which has occurred
Committee of .)'vlanagement. Pro- parallel to changing requirement
fessional management within the of students in a modern society".
union is achieved by employing a
permanent secretary and an

Drop in
student
numbers
Latest predictions

from th
Scottish Education Departmen
suggest that the fall in studen
numbers will be less and ove r
longer period than suggeste d tw
years ago.
Over the next ten years th
numbers will decline from a pea
of around
17,500 full-tim
entrants to between 12,100 an
13 ,600, The number of 17-year
olds is expected to fall by 38°/4
from a peak of 93 ,800. However
the number of entrants unde r 2
entering HE is projected t
decline less steeply: by 20%
28% by 1995/96.

Cutbacks in
Christmas
trimmings
Vice-Chancellors
hav
attacked the government over it
abandonment of a review of stu
dent financial support. M
Maurice Shock , the chairman o ·
the Committee of Vice-Chancel
lors and Principals , said that man
students face hardship because o
the falling real value of grants _an
shortfalls in parental contnbu
tions .
The CVCP said that it share
the concerns of students an
arents over the issue, and woul
e outlining them in their forth·
oming response to the Green
a er o n Higher Education.

ooking the
ooks
.
The Association of University
eachers last weekend launched
'ts alternative Green Paper , A
ecipe for National Decline,
hich demands level funding and
t sets out a blueprint for
xpanded access.
.
Following a week of ralhes a nd
eetings throughout the country,
he AUT are expected to favour~
ne-day strike in the middl_e 0
anuary and the union is consider·
ng a boycott of examinations.

Education

;>

•

Adding up to. chaos

The most striking feature of ment was as concerned as it claims as today. There is already evirecent university history is the · about the regeneration of Britain, dence that the cuts, combined
expansion of student numbers. A its planning would start from this with the pressures on the grant
system , are disproportionately
hundred years ago there were fact.
some 6,500 university students in
A second fallacy lies behind the penalising working-class students.
Scotland; by 1951 this had doubled so-called shift to science and Old-style Toryism genuinely
to 11 ,000 - but today there are technology. The Green Paper believed in equality of opportunover 45,000. Three comments on implies that the arts and social sci- ity, and tried to inake it a reality; it
this can be related to the Green ences are a hangover from the was the Macmillan government,
Paper.
.
past, or the product of a (largely after all , which adopted the RobFirst, it is a fallacy to suppose ,mythical) anti-business bias. But bins Report. But in its reaction
that the relationship between uni- their present strength is part of the against consensus politics and the
versities and society can somehow wider expansion , and reflects the welfare state , the present governbe frozen in the pattern of 1980, vocational choices made by stu- ment points forward to a Britain
and that because there are fewer dents. This is how freedom of in which the intellectual capital
18-year-o_lds the number of uni- choice in a market situation has which our universities represent
versity places should be cut worked out, and it is strange to becomes more than ever the propaccordingly. On the contrary, find Mrs Thatcher's government erty of an elite. And in the 21st
century, that is economically as
there is every sign that the complaining about it.
economic and social forces which
Finally, a siriking and shameful well as socially a prescription for
have fuelled university expansion gap in the Green Paper is any con- national bankruptcy.
Dr Robert Anderson
since the 1960s are continuing and cern about widening access to uniaccelerating, and that the know- versity education. Expansion
ledge, skills and understanding since the 1960s has not greatly Dr Robert Anderson is a senior
which a university education gives
increased the proportion of work- lecturer in European History at
will be needed more than ever in ing-class students - in Scotland, Edinburgh University.
the future . If the present govern- indeed, it was a high 100 years ago

Changes
afoot
The University Grants Committee (UGC) is the intermediary
body which links the Government
with individual universities.
It was established in 1919 to
advise the Government of the
financial needs of the universities.
The UGC decides how the Government's grant to the university
system as a whole is split up between individual institutions.
The UGC has a membership ol
about 20 , appointed by the Secretary of State for Education and Sci-ence (at present , Sir Keith
Joseph) . These people are mainly
drawn from the universities, with
the remainder being from other
sectors of education and from
industry. They are expected to
devote about a fifth of their time
to.the UGC.
Criticism of the UGC and it~
workings has become increasingly
public in the last few years , as it
has had to implement the ' Government's cuts in the level of university funding.

'fhe SOP/Liberal Alliance
The Alliance believe that the main task of Government towards
Higher Education should be "restoring a climate of confidence."
There whould be more flexibility in helping "poorly represented"
areas of population, to achieve "a more democratic input" with
regard to Higher Education. They say the University Grants Committee has "not served Scottish Education well" and it is better to
have a "Higher Education Council with a Scottish dimension." The
Alliance is ''totally opposed" to student loans, and believe in defending the value of the student grant. An Alliance government would
intr:oduce "a tax-credit system of student finandng."

Individual universities are free
to spend their grant from the
UGC as they wish, but they are
bound by convention to follow the
UGC's general strategy for the
university system.
There have been problems with
attempting to follow this strategy
at the same time as facing reduced
grants.
In addition, only last week the
Principal of Stirling University
criticised the UGC for being distant from the needs of Scottish
universities and inadequately
informed. Sir Kenneth Alexander
also called the UGC an "unrepresentative body , remote from
democratic pressures"

Improving services
Edinburgh University is the
largest of the universities assessed
in the Jarratt Report. With over
10,000 students and 4,600
employees, it has an annual
expenditure (around £70m) that is
exceeded only by London and
Oxford.
. The Jarratt Report is an efficiency study researched and written on behalf of the University
Grans Committee.

The study team's aim was to
provide an insight into the structure and processes of the University's management and
to
estimate the validity of the
administrative procedure aiding
the. academic staff.
The report examines Edinburgh University's policy of
delegating authority and responsibility to faculties. On the whole it
favoured the devolved system as

The Labour Party

states "The universal right to education is an essential freedom in a
SOcialist society." Their Higher and Continuing Education Charter
~~erefore promises thattbe next Labour Government will provide
_sufficient resources to repair the damage inflicted on higher education over the last few years and to restore the quality of teaching and
research." They propose radical changes to the University Grants
Committee replacing it by "a universitiescouncil made up of representatives not only of the universities but also local authorities,
trade unions, employers and students. Rejecting student loans as
Proper student financing" ... make a clear commitment to restore
~aloe of the mandatory award to at least its 1978/9 level."

Opinion
Speaking at the Opening Ceremony, Rector Archie MacPherson described the Government's education cuts as "the policies
of the abattoi~." Here, he comments on Norman Tebbit's postwar- funk philosophy and argues the case for maintaining Arts
and Social Science Faculties.
Watching the film, Sebastiane' and that we must not be left behind
the other night on Channel 4, industrially by the Japanese,
(where else?) I could not help but Americans etc. That has been well
think of those distant, flickery ·enough stated and there is no one
black and white days on the box in this University whould not wish
when the only thing that might to be part of a dynamic relationhave tended to scandalise people ship with industry except that ifwe
was a scantily clad Muffin the take into account the variety of
Mule. The opening sequence of cuts and squeezes and the rather
'Sebastiane which was an orgiastic more dismal future beckoning
little number with Busby Berkely then the good fight will have to be
overtones did have the effect of joined by Edinburgh with one
persuading me that I was about to hand tied behind the back and the
·watch the thinking-man's 'Up feet set in concrete.
Pompeii!' . I wasn't all that far
But of course a university does
wrong in that assumption but it not merely train people, although
did also have some rather surpris- reading recent government literaiRg effects and as I watched I could ture you would think that is all it
not help but think of those people consisted of. The process of openwho surface from time to time to ing up the mind still remains its
warn us of the state of the nation's principal function. Therefore
'Moral Health' using television as
although cuts reluctantly have to
the most discernible barometer.
be made one hopes that the process
I am thinking of Mary of consultation within a university
Whitehouse of course from whom
will ensure that those cuts. will not
on this occasion nothing appa- fall disproportionately on those
rently was heard. She may have areas which the government conbeen out of the country or else she siders are less useful to society. I
is flagging. But it is more likely am thinking of the arts and the
that she realises she is being social sciences of course. The
upstaged by another figure who
people in these areas have a real
has decided to enter that arena of battle on their hands and they
public anguishing, Norman Tebknow it.
bit.
'
It grieves me to know that In the
The ex-airline pilot has been
uttering paternalistic· homilies in very _place where Roy_ Jenkins
.bis Disraeli lecture which strongly amongst others was making his
remark,
suggests to ~e _he has, just _disco- 'anti-intellectualism'
Strathclyde University, the Arts
vered, 'pernnss1veness .
There is nothing really surpris- Faculty is well night to disappear
thus converting a university pracing in the Disraeli lecture and seen
as a kind of adjunct to the recent tically back to the status of techniGreen paper on Higher Educati!)n cal college which it previously was.
To denude a university this way is
it does strongly confirm what Roy
Jenkins said recently at the AUT's a scandal.
0

•

In turn, the UGC has criticised
the Government for not giving conference in Strathclyde Universufficient guidance as to how its sity, that at the core of Governcuts in funding should be ment policies is a stubborn 'antiimplemented amongst univer- intellectualism'. Their populist
sities.
posture might be a useful electoral ploy but looked at closely it is
The Green Paper on Higher to say the least hypocritical. How
Education states that "a change in can anyone pretend to be the guarthe relations between the Govern- dian of morality when the1educament and the UGC is already in tion policy to which be is attached
progress", and more guidance is is IJereft of intellectual precept? No
being given to the UGC by the one I know of any note has said
Secretary of State.
anything kindly about the Green
The Government has also Paper and if there is something of
accepted the Jarratt Report's real value I have missed then I
recommendation that there be would be only too willing to listen
an examination of the role, struc- to an explanation.
ture and staffing of the UGC.
I am of course fully aware of
having to keep up with the Joneses
being the most sensible approach
to ordering such a large institution. However, several structural
recommendations were macte
such as the possible mergi ng of the
Faculties of Arts, Music and
Divinity , and the grouping of Law
and Social Sciences. The variation
in the size of departments was
questioned and it was suggested
that some amalgamation of smaller departments into larger units
would lead to greater administrative efficiency.
University policies and decisions are made through a series of
committees responsible for particular business. At the head of
this network are the University
Court and the Senate , and the
study team found dissatisfaction
with both. The court manages the
University's revenue and [)TOP·
erty and it is generally felt that the
agenda is usually insubstantial
compared to the number of
people involved. The report
recommends that both the Court
and the Senate delegate responsibility to lower committees and
faculties respectively.

The real guardians of the
nation's 'Moral Health' would be
strengthening our universities not
weakening them. They would be
buttressing a liberal arts education
not frowning upon it.
1n the time span of the television
period I mentioned we have in fact
become a more tolerant society. It
would seem that some people
would like to turn the clock back,
back perhaps to the days of ill-conceived censorship. The roots of
that censorship seem to me to be
attached to the deliberate policy of
weakening the humanities traditions of university education. That
is the most sinister aspect of the
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One Step Beyond
In 1982, the author Arthur Koestler and his wife died in a suicide pact. Their wills were foum}
to contain directions that the money from their residual estates, thought to total around
£500,000, should go towards the founding and endowment of the UK's first Chair of
Parasychology. Edinburgh had to fight off competition from other interested universities to
have the post housed here, but in February 1983, it was announced that the nomination had
been successful. The Principal, Dr John Burnett, stated at thetime that the decision to accept
the Chair had not been lightly taken, because of the controversial nature of parapsychological
phenomenon, but the overwhelming opinion of both the Senatus and he University Court had
been that this was an opportunity for 'objective scientific research' into the subject that should
not be missed.
Having decided on the location of the Chair, the next question concer~ed who should fill it.
The post was advertised worldwide, and over thirty applications were received. A board was
set up to interview the candidates, and in May this year, Dr Robert Morris, of Syracuse University, was announced as the new Professor of Parapsychology. Anne McNaught spoke to him last
week about his new appointment.
Life has been hectic for ·or
Morris since then , preparing to
leave his former job of Senior
Research Scientist in computer
information science at Syracuse,
and haring back and forward between New York and Britain sorting out the workings of his new
position, and attending the
numerous press conferences and
interviews which have resulted
from the great media interest in .
the story.
Dr Morris has now been 'resident' in Edinburgh for two weeks.
He began work officially on Sunday, and has been starting to
establish the platform of contact,
facilities, and techniques presently available , upon which he
will be able to work.
·
"Parapsychology," he says,
"can be defined as an apparent
new means of communication, ie.
not through recognised sensory or
motor channels, between an individual and their environment.

This can be divided into two main -paranormal happenings, and the
categories; ESP - in which one general polarisation of attitudes
to extreme belief and extreme dismay seem to get information in and PK (psychokinesis), ~ereby belief, has led Dr Morris to the
one has apparent ability to influ- conclusion that a preliminary
move towards gaining credibility
ence the world."
One of the main points that Dr for the subject must be to alert
Morris stressd however is that he people to the possibility of decepwill be working as "an inves- tion in some circumstances,'
tigator, not an advocate," in whether it be simply misrepresentation of facts, or professional
"The faking of psychic ability is
'faking'.
surprisingly easy. Fakers and soDr Morris believes that such
called "mentalists" are excellent guidance is especially important
psychologists - they don't do now, with the establishment of
experimental research but they the
Koestler
Professorship, ·
know how to make use of body because many people may
language."
become, at least temporarily,
other words, he will constantly be more interested in parapsycholaware that there may well be non- ogy. "It is important for them not
psychical explanations for the to over-react and start seeing evitype of events that he will be look- dence for psychic functioning in
ing at, and will not be regarding every coincidence ~hat they
his research in terms of any kind. notice, and thereby acquiring an
exaggerated impression of the
of "belief system".
The complexity of factors usu- extent to which their daily lives
ally involved in apparently are being affected," and he wams 1

F.dinburgh University
Catering Services Department

Christmas Lunches
Roast Turkey Chipolata Sausage -

Chestnut Stuffing
Fresh Cranberry Sauce

Creamed and Roast Potatoes

Brussels Sprouts

.....

Christmas Pudding and Brandy Sauce

.....
£ 1.90

Being sened at:
Univeniity Refectory-Student Centre
Monday-Friday, 9th-13th December

King's~ Rdoctory
Monday-Friday, 9th-13th December

King's~ Union
Tuesday-Thursday, 3rd-5th December
Royal (Dick) &boo/ Veterina,y Stooies
Tuesday 10th December

NO ADVANCE BOOKING REQUIRED
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"The faking of psychic ability is further areas of research, and
surprisingly easy, and there is an methods of research which would
extensive and fairly readily availa- be particularly useful in a local
ble literature on the tpic. Fakers context.
and so-called "mentalists" are
The results of these initial
excellent psychologists - they investigations will determine the
don't do experimental research or course of subsequent work , and of
anything but they know how to possible applications of parapmake use of body language , sychology.
speech cues etc. In fact , we could
In the meantime , Dr Morris has·
learn a lot from them! We have to at least two other aspects of his
be wary of such individuals who --job to deal with. The first involves
would be prepared to exploit any the selecting and hiring of personincrea~ed public acceptance of nel to work with him, and the sec-.
·
psychic functioning. '
ond concerns the finding of extra
Consciousness-raising in the funding for his work.
He will al.so, it seems continue
general population will obviously
only constitute a relatively small to be the focus of a great deal of
part of Dr Morris's work', espe- media interest for some time to
cially 'as the terms of the Koestler come, and may feel that he is

bequest specifically detme the under pressure to pTovide some ot
post as a Research Chair , and in the 'solid' evidence which is
describing the research he will be wanted by them .
untaking. Dr Morris has been
·Scientific work in parapsycholanxious to explain that he will be ogy is inevitably very different to
working from as broad a base as the popular ideas about the "the
possible in his investigations. Occult", but Dr Morris does not
"Most knowledge in general these
days in coming from interdiscipli- "The media has to provide the
nary research - and this applies spectacular, it is influenced by
at least as much to my area as to what people would like to read.
any other." An adequate study of They always want black-andparapsychology will therefore white answers, they're less
have to take this kind of interested in likelihood. "
approach , he says, and he hopes
to establish contacts, and work appear to particularly blame anywith people involved in many dif- one for this , "The Media has to
. ferent disciplines , from social provide the spectacular ," h~
anthropology and sociology at reasons , " It is , after all , a busione extreme, to engineering and ness , and is therefore influenced
physics at the other. "To under- by what people would like to read
stand psychic events I will have to about. It does mean , though, tlml
be able to understand the non- they re-emphasise uncertainty psychic events with which they are they always want black-andapparently tied up. For example, white, or 'yes' or 'no' answers-:I'm interested in whether people they're less interested in 'likehcan influence technical equip- hood' . •
This may prove difficult to
ment; like computers, by psychic
means, but to be able to investi- reconcile with Dr Morris's more
gate this properly I obviously have cautious, realistic goals of increas:
to know about the non-psychic ing the ability to predict when . it .
workings of such equipment. In a will and won't occur, and what ti
variety of subjects, therefore the would depend on. "Crude patexisting body of knowledge may terms," he says, ' 'appear to be
emerging at the moment , but
have implications for our work.
work has to be done noo/ to find
''To understand psychic events I ways of getting more c,bnsistent
will have to be able to under- and practical results."
stand the non-psychic events tied
Altogether, his much-quoted
up with them. I'm interested in comment about running naked
whether people can influence through the streets of Edinburgh
technical equipment line com- shouting "Eureka!" if he makes a
breakthrough , seems to have
puters by psychic means."
been more of a sop for the sen_sa-The research will fall broadly tion-hungry media than any ktnd
into three areas (i) looking at
of reflection of the manner tn
techniques purported to develop which he sees his research
or enhance psychic ability, anci developing. In the ·long-term
the implications such results could though, Dr Morris's softly-spohave, (ii) examining the evidence ken, midly skeptical approach
for psychic functioning in may do far more to secure for
intereactions between people and
parapsychology the widespread
equipment , especially electronic credibility and respect which the
devices, (which is an area in which Koestlers undoubtedly desired for
Dr Morris has already had some
success), and (iii) evaulating it.

seemingly paranormal local lore
__ . . and tradition, which !l!a.J indicate

Anne McNaught
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jingle bells
jingle bells
and lo the angel of the lord was among

them

(A Commercial
.Proposition)
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and he did say do not be sore afraid
for I am the angel of the lord come this very night to tell
you of the birth in bethlehem of a child who is the son of
god etc and lo the shepher~s were unimpressed by this
crass display of celestial might for they did give one
another knowing looks and the angel of the lord noticing
their pathetic schoolboy giggling and other antics did
raise his eyes heavenward and spake oh god why did
thou ask me to communicate with this congregation of
neanderthal subnormals, and
god did refer him to the terms
of his contract which did
the angel of the lord's intel.
. ligent, accountant's eyes
stipulate m no uncertam flicker back and forth as he
terms that under no circumstances was the angel of mumbles, his head bowed to
the lord to enter into debate, th e grou nd • but lord is this
argument, discussion, or expansion wise at a time
other similar activity con- when most other religions are
cerning an order given to him shedding dead weight and
by the almighty one, viz god cutting down the size of their ,.r.--r::---.::o.
himself, this order in particu- operations, had you consilar, He said, I will brook no ·· dered that cost in terms of
quibbling over for in line with company tax and manpower
the expansionist ideals of the efficiency, what about the porate muscle was backing vaguely, no no no said the shepherds a tail gangling
One, he, that is to say I, has/ anti-trust laws and the up the angel and none of the angel it's the one five above youth with broken teeth and
have decided to become monopolies
comnuss10n, angel's placatory do-not-be- that one, oh yes we see said ringworm, I don't know that
three in order to diversify silence bellowed the lord, afraids could calm them one the shepherds in voices of said the angel it wasn't my
my, that is soon to be our, this is the right time to little bit, tell us where to go total uncertainty, that one.
idea but when you get there
interests, in effect therefore , expa nd simply because, as they pleaded. OK said the
OK said the angel of the you proclaim the baby as the
the Jong-term plan is to. you say, other religions are in angel of the lord you see that lord when he had counted to son of god, you got that?
become a pie operating under the gijp of a recession. but star over there what star they ten, now you follow it, follow
the shepherds nodded and
the trading title of the holy sir, said the angel Qf the lord, said that one &aid the angel what they said the star said set off immediately, the
angrily through clenched the angel the star follow the · curses and oaths of the angel
trinity, you like it?
teeth which one that one over star for g-g-g-oodness sake of the lord ringing in their
there where there, over there it's not as if you're being ears and they had little time
and lo the angel of the lord
was now the one who was
look where I'm pointing you asked to do very much, just to consider their part in the
sore afraid and thought to "bakery division, bakery
fools oh you mean that one, follow it. well where's it destiny of man. the rest of
hmself just what kind of a division"
said the shepherd pointing going to go , said one of the course is history.
megalomaniac am I working
JohnH
e
for who wants to replace himself
with
three
megalomaniacs? but the lord
did read his thoughts and put if you really feel so strongly
him down for two weeks about it at least let me per• Application forms for University-controlled flats will be available from the SAS
cloud duty some time, you suade you to make it a holy
see_, angel of the lord , spake quadruple and run the fourth
Office after 9.30 a.m. on Tuesday, 7th January 1986. Fonns will also be
part as a loss leader for tax
available from the Students' Association Office, Bristo Square; the Servitors'
purposes, how about father
Desk, King's Buildings; and Pollock Halls.
son and holy ghost and bakery division bakery division,
• Forms should be returned to the SAS Office at 30 Buccleuch Place by I ZNoon
boomed the lord, bakery
"crippled by fear"
division, I don't want a bakon Friday, 17th January, for inclusion in a lottery which will determine
ery division, I want a trinity
applicants' places on the list.
and a trinity it will be, OK
then said the angel tartly,
• Applications received after 12 Noon on 17th January will be added to the list
his employer, I , that is to say have it your own way I always
in the order in which they are received.
we, will be three , father son do replied the lord now get
and holy ghost (by this time on with what. you're supthe three shepherds had lost posed to be doing.
~II of their jaunty, cockney,
REMEMBER! With ten days in which to return your form for inclusion in the
Jack-the-lad bravado and
and now the shephads
lottery,
QUEUING WILL NOT BE NECESSARY!
were prepared to crawl to were really afraid for they
bethlehem using their teeth had seen what sort of big corto drag themselves along if
necessary so crippled were.
l'JttT't ... ..
they by fear of Him and the
rest of Him) , anyway that is
to say I will be pater, filias et
· · . and here his latin faltered and he cursed the
romans under his breath . . .
in rome a plague of boils
descends . . . anyway you
~now the other one, He contt~ues, each part of the trinity
being a wholly owned subs!diary of the aforementto~ed parent company of
Which I am part and We will
be all.

r
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Sport

~ Head

-

ofi the River

The Long John Fours Head
of the River race on Saturday
provided an exciting climax to
th\, 1985 Scottish rowing season and confirmed Edinburgti University Boat Club's
~ition as one of the top rowing cl'ubs in the country.
the race, a gruelling 5,000 metres
down the River Clyde, making it
one of the largest of its kind ever
to take place in Scotland.

In their first race, the two
Men's Novice crews rowed
extremely well. Andrew Stone,
Daniel Walker, Adam Boys and
John Mosley, coxed by Ruth Sullivan, finished in a very creditable
37th place, well ahead of many
·other far more experienced crews.
The other crew finished in 50th
place, gaining some valuable
points for the club in the overall
competition.

For the senior men's squad, the
race was their first competitive
test of the year. Racing in the
Open category, final placings of
4th, behind the three Common-

The victorious Men's Senior C crew.

The weather was also responsible for the cancellation of the
annual rugby match against St
Andrews Boat Club, the pitch at
Peffermill being deemed unplayable. The rearranged fixture will
be played next term. The Boat
Club Ball will be held on 29th
January 1986 in the Carlton
Hotel. Tickets, priced £13.50, for
A fine total of 272 points gave THE social event of the year, will
the club the Overall Universities be available soon.
Prize for the third time in four
years and, for the first time, the
The Boat Club is currently sufOverall Club Prize, 40 points fering from a lack of coxes; anyahead of Clydesdale ARC with one who is interested in coxing,
Glasgow University BC on 172 please come along to any club
points. This was the best result training session - Mondays and
ever by Edinburgh University Thursdays at 5.30 in the Pleasance
Boat Club, all the more impres- Upper Gym.
sive since the canal was frozen all
M. Packer
last week.

wealth Games squad crews, 7th
·and 15th showed that, while much
work needs to be done, the potential exists for some very fast crews.
The fourth open crew finished in
30th place. The Women's Senior
C crew, passing three boats during
the race, finished 4th in their section.

(t) Edinburgh stroll it
Civil Service Strollers 1

Edinburgh University 2

A spirited performance on should put Edinburgh into a wella frostbound Muirhouse pitch deserved lead in 12 minutes, when·
brought the University 1st XI he outjumped the Strollers'
their first league win in eight defence to power a McAllister
corner into the net.
outings.
Edinburgh, with several first:
team players missing, fought well
to blot out the memory of the 5: 1
reverse when the sides met earlier
in the season.

Edinburgh refused to sit back
on their lead and there followed a
series of near misses for the
'Burgh , the most notable of which
was a bending McAllister free
kick which shaved the outside of
the post.

Alan McKie , making bis full
debut for the 1st XI , wa~ in inspirational form as Edinburgh ,
adapting more quickly to the
tricky surface than their opponents, drove forward in search of
an early goal.

In the second half the Strollers
threw everything into attack and
after throwing away chance after
chance in front of the Edinburgh
goal, equalised in the 67th minute
after a defensive mix-up.

It was therefore apt that McK.ie

The loss of a stupid goal spur-

red· Edinburgh into attack once
again, but a couple of dubious
offside decisions , in whkh McKie
and then Underwood had broken
clear through . the Strollers'
defence, prevented Edinburgh
from regaining their lead.
Edinburgh's superior fitness
told in the end , and after severe
pressure on the Strollers goal ,
Alan McK.ie, in the 86th minute ,
picked up the ball 35 yards from
goal and strode unchallenged
through the defence to slot . the
ball past the "Hapless" Higgins in
the Strollers goal, giving Edinburgh the long-awaited victory.
Let's hope we don't have to wait
as long for the next one.
Vincent Robinson

J Picts hammered

Pvolley victory
Following hard on last
week's Scottish Universities'
Championship, the Edinburgh University men's volleyball team reassembled to
face Moray of Elgin last Sunday. Though still a bit stiff
from the previous day's
warm-up, courtesy of Jets,
and with sore hands, there
was plenty of enthusiasm over
the potentia~ win.
Leading off· the first set with
service, Edinburgh raced ahead to
5-0, only for Moray to recover and
retake the lead at 9 all. After several time-outs and much yelling by
coach Thompson, Edinburgh gritted its teeth to struggle back and
win 16-14 in a long 30-minute set.

mances were given by young
Allan and Ross, players we'll see
much of in future years.
With the third set, the tide
turned in Edinburgh's favour.
Behind strong outside hitting by
Jonny and old Allan Edinburgh
took apart Moray's backcourt
methodically under the varied
offence set by Pat and John.
Though Moray threatened to
break out several times behind
their outside power hitter , Alex
and Bob's blocking and backcourt
were effective, leaving most
points lost behind dumps . U nder
continuous pressure , Moray went
down 15-7.

The third set was decisive and
Moray never regained their poise
and made many errors under the
.attack maintained by Edinburgh.
The momentum ·did not carry The set finished 15-4.
through to the second set, where
Though it was a day of stops and
Edinburgh started badly and were
down 2-9 before regaining their starts, it ended at a final result of
poise, only to lose 11-15 .in 3-1 in 87 minutes and a league
another long set. Good perfor- win .

Intra-Mural
tournaments
Golf

Date to be decided
Swimming Gala

Venue to be decided

The men's 1st XI continue short corner from Williams who, afternoon, when Loughlin left the
their march to the top of the despite being denied the company Highland defence for dead and
table, with their powerless ·of fellow Yah Lawrence through provided the cross for Wyatt to
·
finish in superb style.
victims this weekend being injury, had a fine game.
those Pictish men o' the north
Wyatt,
now
·
in
deadly
form,
.The second half belonged
- Inverness Highland, who totally to Edinburgh, with the ·completed his hat-trick and the
were rewarded for their 320- inspirational leadership of Reid in rout was complete when Mcfarmile round trip with a merci- midfield and the even more inspi- lane hammered home · another
rational performance of Macleod short comer to make it 5-0.
less 5-0 gobbing.
who at last, after recently celebrating his .70th birthday, has finlally leafflt to pass the ball; ensuring Edinburgh remained in control. With Mcfarlane, Normand,
Osborne an11 Walsh frustrating
Highland's attempts to break forward, it was no surprise that the
University extended their lead
with possibly the best goal of the _

as a strong pair of legs . The run.
ning surface was rock hard and
uneven ' and this was the cause of
several nasty injuries, although
the Hare and Hounds were indif.
ferent to this adversity .

Imagine the scene: a plot of
Chris Robson fmished in a very
barren wasteland , adjacent to a impressive 31st position , completrundown housing estate; a motor- ing
the
five-and-a-ha lf-mile
way in the distance; an icy chill in. course in a convenient time of 30
the air; falling rain and not an minutes. C. Hume of Edinburgh
umbrella or any form of shelter in Southern stormed home with a
sight. This was the scene that ·wide margin separating himself
greeted the courageous Hare and from the rest of the field . But each
Hounds team before the East Dis- of the 205 competitors must be
trict .League cross-country run.
commended for braving and overcoming the atrocious conditions,
It was a three-lap course, and so especially the resolute characters
each competitor was required to in their green vests!
have a mathematical brain as well
Carl Marston

February 5th

EUMHC 5 Inverness Highland O

Once
deputising
Jamie
McClennan had shown his worth
in goal, with a fine early save, the
University never looked back and
it wasn't long before Snifter Wyatt
opened his and the University 's
account for the day This was followed shortly by a well-executed

Hares overSV' come adversity

The new town of Livingston
is not the most charming of
areas in Scotland, and on
Saturday it was especially
bleak.

A iota! of 62 crews took part in

The Men's Senior C crew Rob McGregor, Richard Essery,
Hamish Burrell and Richard Hepple, coxed by Teresa Knight had a superb row, finishing in 14th
place overall and winning the
Senior C section by nearly half a
minute.

~

The 1st XI now await eagerly
their top of the table clash with
Stepps at the weekend, and
although it is still early days yet to
talk of promotion , if captain Reid
and his crew can maintain this
early season form , a tremendous
season lies ahead for the University Hockey Oub.

Pope John Paul u·

February 9th Five-a-side Football
12.30-3.30 Sports Hall, Pleasance
Lacrosse·

·1.00

Peffermill Playing Fields

February 16th
, Netball
12 ..30-3.30 Sports Hall, Pleasance
March 2nd
Volleyball
12.30-l!.30 ·Sports Hall, Pleasance
The Student sports staff are
always on the lookout for people
wishing to report on sports events.
Whether you are one of the par-

ticipants and want to give your
sport sooie publicity, or you are a
spectator and are interested in
writing alone, your reports are
very welcome.

Date to be decided
-Hare and Hounds race

April 20th

Skiing
Hi/lend

Teams wishing to participate in
any of the above should leave
name and phone number of
captain and £1 entry fee on t~e
Friday ·before the tournament 1n
the Sports Union Office by 4 pm.
If anyone is going to a major
sporting event dtiring the Chris!·
mas vacation, e.g. World Cups~•ing, and would be interested tn
writing a report for Student, ·
please could they COIJle to tb_e
editorial meeting at 1 pm on Fri·
day at 1 Buccleuch Place and
speak to one of the sports teaJII·

